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How "beautiful is genius, v/hen eom"biiied
With holiness,—0, hov; divinely sweet
The tones of earthly harp whose chords are touched
By the soft hand of Piety, and hung
Upon Religion's shrine.
J, Y/ilson.

ITIHETEEITTH CMTURY HYIINODY
ITS HISTORIC Ali, LITURGICAL AKD LITERARY VALUES
INTRODUCTION
A. Statement of the Problem said. Its Importance
B. Purpose of Such a Study
1. To gain information concerning, acq_uaintance
with, and. appreciation of the historical,
liturgical, and literary values of the nine-
teenth century hymnody.
2. To survey the hymns of the nineteenth century
and determine their relative subjective and
objective content.
C . Significant Values of Nineteenth Century Hymnody
1, To show the relation of hymns to the sources
from which they grev/.
2. To limit the sources to a few representative
ones v/hich have produced lyrical verse of
historical, liturgical and literary value.
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INTRODUCTIOIT
0 Thou, to whom in ancient time,
The lyre of prophet -"bards was strmig;
To Thee, at last in every clime
Shall temples rise and praise "be simg.
J. Pierpont.
Hymnody, one of the vital forms of religions art, has "been
moulded through the ages "by varying ideals of devotion, liturgical
use and national temperaments. Antiphonal song of the Jewish
Synagogues, hymns of devotion "by the early Christians, who v/ere
secreted in the chamhers of the Roman Catacomhs, and the ecclesiasti-
cal priestly chants of the monasteries, v/ere all worshipful and
o"b^ective in mood and content. Development of hymnody in philo-
sophical, ethical and religious content v/as due to influential
factors of the Reformation, the Renaissance and the era of
scientific investigation.
It is the purpose of this thesis to gain information con-
cerning, acq.uaintance v/ith, and appreciation of the hymns written
in the l^ineteenth century. It is the aim to survey the field in
order to determine the content, and to distinguish "bet^veen the
experiential, mystical, introspective hymn, and the historical,
narrative, and worshipful hymn.
Time will "be given to representative religious writers
who, throiigh their lyric verse, have contributed to the wealth of
hymnody of the Nineteenth centvxy, and to poets whose works have
become an integral part of hymnody.
This thesis will not a.ttempt a complete history of
hymnody, "but it will sketch the major events and stages of develop-
ment, sufficient to shov/ its relative historical, liturgical and
literary values.



PART I
THE RISE AJTD FALL OF THE OBJECT r\/"5 TEROUG-H THE AGES
Sing Hallelujah forth in duteous praise,
0 citizens of heaven, and sweetly raise
An endless Hallelujah.
Anon, Latin 5th century.
A. THE OBJECTIVE HYMNODY OF THE AMBROSIAIT ERA.
1. The Early Church.
Congregational singing of hymns cane into the Christian
church "by unbroken tradition from Hebrew worship. In the lit-
erature of that day, the hymn v/as the vehicle of utterance of
grief, joy and praise of all peoples. Primitive Christians used
the "book of Psalms, a compilation of lyric poems, g[Uoted more
often, prohahly, than any other poetry in the possession of the
Occidental civilization. Hew hymns, "based on the life and works
of Jesus, and on his message concerning the relationship of G-od to
man, were written in the years immediately following his cruci-
fixion. The New Testament record of the event of St. Paul in th*
prison at Phillipi refers to his devotion and praise in th'^^aije of
difficulties. Acts 16:25, "And at midnight, Paul and ^.^^is prayed
and sang praises unto God, and the prisoners heard thesr. " Objective
song directed the heart of the prisoners to gratitud^ even while in
chains . /
Christian hymns acq.uired new rhymes, meters and melodies as
the faith spread to larger areas. Heretical controversies "between
the Orthodox and the Arians, stimulated Christian writers to pro-
duce songs of assured faith and sincere devotion to the Christ. To
counteract the pagan attacks, Hilary, Bishop of Poitiers, a Latin

2writer, led the Christians in pulDlic demonstration of their vigorous
worship, St. ChrysostTun, a contemporary, advocated nocturnal pro-
cessions as an evidence of profound loyalty to orthodoxy. "The
streets of Constantinople rang at midnight v/ith the songs of the
choirs of St» Chrysostum."'^ As they carried silver crosses, and
waved lighted torches, they sang of the majesty, glory, mercy and
goodness of G-od.
2. St» AmlDrose.
Hymns to counteract the heresy were produced "by Mbrose,
scholar, theologian, and Bishop of Milan, who was called "the real
2inaugurator of modern hymnody in every tongue."
By the adoption and adaption of the Greek modal
Ambrose
£? system, ^"brose placed the music of the church
Milan
in ecclesiastical form and order. From his own
pen, this "father of church music" replies to the charge of unduly
influencing the minds of the people "by new hymns: "A grand thing
is that singing; nothing can "be more telling than that confession
of the Trinity which a whole population utters day "by day. For all
are eager to proclaim their faith, and in measured strains, have
learned to confess Father, Son and Holy Ghost,"
The Basilica of the Cathedral of Milan "became the cen^l^'of
all liturgical guidance for V/estern churches interest'id m^formal
worthip. Here the objection of the early Chi;!4:ch Fat^rs to women
singing, was cancelled. Ambrose made an innovatio^^jy his invita-
tion to all of the audience to sing, "lest the people wax faint
Reeves; The Hymn in History and Literature
,
p.63.
^Benson: Hymnody of the Christian Church
,
p. 68.
Egerton: Favorite Hymns and Their Authors
,
p. 3.
J

through the tediousness of sorrow." St, Aii^stine tells in his
"Confessions" of the canticles and hymns of Ambrose. He q.uote3:
"Creator of earth and sky,
R-uling the firmament on high.
Clothing the day with robes of light,
Blessing with gracious sleep the night.
That rest may comfort weary men,
And brace to useful toil again,
And sooth away the harrassed mind.
And sorrow^ s load unbind."
In Ambrosiati hymns, the uniTersal voice of all men, the search
for truth, is found. For austerity, simplicity, rugged grandeur,
his hymns cannot be o^^lal^cd^ For rhyme, rhythm and language,
there are no rivals. Although severe and profound in content, they
vibrate with the essence of praise to G-od, The universally Icnown
"Te Deum"
,
beginning,
"Y/e praise Thee, 0 God,
We acknowledge Thee to be the Lord;
All the earth doth v7orship Thee,
The Father everlasting,"
is anonymous, but legend attributes it to Ambrose as an expression
or outpouring of praise at the baptism of Augustine. It is a fine
example of the objective, worshipful hymn of the Ambrosian era.
A contemporary. Prudent ius, a gallant Spaniard, consecrated
his life and artistry to the production of spiritual hymns of
devotion to his Saviour. A mast-erpiece from this first really
great Christian poet reveals the sincerity of his dedication of
self to the service of the Master:
"So here I humbly dedicate to
The rolling trochee and iambus swift;
Thou wilt approve my simple minstrelsy,
Thine ear wilt listen to thy servant's gift*"
The hymnody of Prudentius v/as objective in content; it led the
worshipers to a sense of loyalty to G-od.
Benson: ££. cit . , p.69.
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In the sixth centirry, Pope Gregory of Rome, who
v/as more severe in his musical taste than his prede-Pope Gregory
cesser, set the ecclesiastical music into modes
which expressed the v;ords of the text. He used speech or recita-
tive in all varieties of the Roman Catholic Mass, high, low, votive^
nuptial and reauiem. "His collection of old and new chants Imown
as the Gregorian tones was destined to influence the whole future
of congregational song worship.""^ From the school in Rome he sent
trained experts to Germany, Gaul and England as teachers of chant-
ing.
Christian hymnody was eventually affected "by the artistry
and dramatic expression of wandering trouhadours
. Fortunatus, a
troutiadour for Queen Radegund, chaplain for the
Fortimatus
Convent of Pojpbiers and finally Bishop of the
Diocese, arranged a fitting ceremony for the reception of a piece
of the actual cross of the Saviour, when it arrived at the q.ueen's
convent. The event is recorded "by Dr. Julian:
"Escorted "by a numerous "body of the clergy
and of the faithful holding lighted torches, the Bishop
started in the midst of liturgici chants, which ceased
not to resound in honour of the hallowed wood of the
Redemption. A league from Poictiers the pious cortege
fomid the delegates of Radegund ;vith Fortunatus at
their head, rejoicing in the honor which had fallen
to them; some carrying censers with perfumed incense,
others Jborches with white v/ax. The meeting too}c place at
Migne, the place v/here , twelve centuries smd a half
later, the cross appeared in the air."
This thematic material inspired a ready response from the
pen of Fortunatus. "Vexilla Regis Prodeunt" is translated by
Dr. Keal as:
"Abroad the regal h aimers fly.
Now shines the Cross's mystery;
Upon it Life did death endure, „
And yet "by death did life procure."
^Gillman: The Evalution of the English Hymn
, p. 60.
gJulian: Dictionary of Hymnology
,
p.l22Q.
Gillman: op. cit
.
,
p. 61

In this hymn one encounters the Yivid pictorial style at its
best.
3. Evaluation of AmlDrosiacL Hymnody,
The hymnody of Ambrose finally yielded to embellishments and
enervating fantasies. The crucifix, portraits of the saints,
candles, tierras, "banners, "bells and altar cloths were used as aids
to worship. Hymns v/ere vn?itten emphasizing the importance, splen-
dor and dramatization in worship; the content glorified the sym'bols
of the church, the greatest of v/hich is the Cross
•
B. MONASTIC HYMNS.
1. Eighth Century Writers.
The Iconoclastic controversy stimulated monies to v/rite poems
in defence of the veneration of icons. Through the a'ble transla-
tion of Dr. Neale, we have the hymn, "The Day of Resurrection", "by
the great Greek poet, John of Damascus.
John of Damascus Candle "bearers marched in regal procession as
this hymn v/as sung at Easter in the G-reek
church. The sym"bol of the cross was used to emphasize the Christ
as "The Light of the V/orld," By meazLS of dramatic use, the hymn
was o"bjectified and visualized for the illiterate people, otherwise
una"ble to participate in the service. The hymn "begins:
"The day of Resurrection,
Earth tell it all abroad."
Liturgical expansion came also through Anatolius, v;ho wrote
"The day is past and over", a candle lighting hymn arranged for two
choirs. Responsive singing and marching, by the aid of dramatic
symbolism, provided opportunity for the audience to worship in
understanding. The leader of the group of enthusiasts who v/rote
9<0
hymns specifically for the demonstration of icons, was Theodore
of the Studi-um. Dr. ITeale thinks the
Theodore of the Studium
hymn "below was vn?itten after a tempo-
rary victory for the Iconoclastic school:
"A son^, a sou^ of gladness,
A song of thanks and praise;
The horn of our salvation
Hath G-od vouchsafed to raise.
A monarch true and faithful,
And glorious in her might,
To champion Christ's own guarrel
,
And Orthodoxy's right,"
2. Hymnists of the Medieval Age.
Monastic hymnody of the eighth century expressed fervent,
lively faith, and was v/ritten "by men of austere v/ills and strong
convictions. The twelfth century was "blessed "by the hymns of a
saint, ablDot and doctor, whose themes
Bernard of Clairvaux v/ere on solemn devotion to the Christ,
Bernard of Clairvaux, a meditative
ascetic, is universally knov/n for his "Jesu Dulcis Memoria" and
"Salve Mundi Salutare". These hymns reveal the suhjective love-
liness v/hich is characteristic of Bernard's compositions. He
used the photographic method of presenting Christ to the v/or-
shipers. Fifty lines are devoted to the seven memhers of Christ's
"body. The crucifixion, thus portrayed, was tremendously effect-
ive and intensely emotional to those who sang the hymn;
"0 Sacred head now v/ounded,
With grief and shame weighed dov/n;
Now scornfully surrounded
V/ith thorns, thy only crov.Ti,"
Monastic hymns were not all solemn; joyousness concerning
the Creation, the Virgin, the Trinity and Heaven, were suhjects
treated hy a contemporary poet of the times. Ahelard, who in his
(0
youth v;as a happy troulDacLour , carried, the spirit of praise in his
hymns for the Ahhey of Paraclete. By his
Ahelard
poems, the wonder and av/e of the worshiper
was riveted on the concentration of the goodness and greatness of
G-od# Evidence of his firm faith in immortality is found in:
"0 what their joy and glory must "be,
Those endless Sah'Daths the "blessed ones see;
Crown for the valiant; to weary ones rest;
God shall "be all, and in all ever "blest,"
By this rich contrast of thematic material, one is convinced that
the Monastic hymns v/ere pictorial representations of the joy aad
the sorrov; of the times. Bernard of Cluny v/rote satires on the
corruption of the church and state . To
Bernard of Cluny
emphasize the chaotic condition of the
ecclesiastical organization, he took for a theme the immanent
return of Christ to earth and the possi"ble results. "The Last
Judgment", a three thousand line satire "begins:
"Hora Novissima, tempora pessima sunt; vigilemus;
Ecce miniaciter, imminent ar"biter, Ille supremus."
In it he Y/ams the people of their immorality and the evident con-
sequences.
The most Joyous of all the Monastery writes of ecclesiastical
verse v/as St. Francis of Assisi, trou"badour of France and Italy.
With his friars he lived in Um"bria, Italy.
St. Francis
His attitude of grateful praise for all
"blessings of life, the greatest of v/hom was Jesus, instilled into
his followers the same enthusiastic gratitude. One of the richest
contri"butions to modem worship from that far-gene time is his
"Canticle of the Sun", a poem written v/hile in mystic contempla-
tion. This rare treasure has "been translated "by several English
hymnists. We q.uote John Ruskin^s version in the addenda. From
the Franciscan friars, and the Order of St. Francis, came several

poets. Brother Pacifico, cro\med v/ith the laiirel, spread
ecclesiastical hymns to France as he served in missionary work.
His mood v/as joyous emphasis on the greatness and goodness of the
Creator. Jacopo^it da Todi expressed sincere devotion to the Mother
of Christ in the grandeur and simplicity of his hymn, "Stabat Mater"
"Is there one who would not weep
Vfhelmed in miseries so deep
Christ^ s dear mother to "behold'S
Can the human heart refrain
From partaking of her pain,
Of that mother *s pain untold?"
A contemporary of the age, Thomas of Celajio, used the description
of gloom and terror of the Medieval courts, the clash of war and
the dread of impending ^om. His "Dies Irae" displays in rude
vigor the reality of a chaotic era.
The inspiration inherited from the hymns of the Medieval
saints of the Medieval age has given a vihrant tone to modern
worship. Hymnody of the Christian monies is universal in mood,
utterly unearthly in the mystical element. As a mirror of the
growth and development of the ch-urch it is a perfect reflection
of the times.
C. RELIGIOUS FOLK SOITG
.
1, Pre-Reformation Folk Song.
The religious folk song of any nation is mystical. Character-
istics shov/ a universal similarity in the thematic material of
this naive type of musical expression. It is subjective and
meditative in its intense aspirations, visions, and universal
desires. It is objective in the narrative, descriptive element
found in many songs.
Subjects traated in religious folk song are reverence for
the Divine, hope concerning the relationship of man v/ith God, and
worship of the Christ-Child.
f
9Mystery plays, festivals, crusades and pilgrim journeys gave
opportunities for the use of folk songs of the middle ages. The
Hebrews had used it in their "bridal, vintage and funeral services.
Pre-Reformat ion folk song included the following types: allegories,
dialogues, mysteries, dramatic poetry and carols. The German
"Y/iegenlied", French "Hoel", and English "Carol" are the most
popular folk songs. Pagan coronet ring dancing found its v/ay into
the Christiaji festival of the Nativity celebration. This ritual
superceded the Latin and Teutonic feasts of the VVinter Solstice,
The crib of the Saviour v;as set up in private houses and in the
churches. Around the stable, ox, and ass, the Holy Family were
arranged in simple dramatic style, Carols vjere sung and danced
by the children. Clement, the first Christian hymn vn:*iter,
appealed to his people to celebrate the holy festival days.
"Brethren, keep diligently the feast days, especially Christ's
birthday,"^
The origin of the lullaby v/as a dialogue between Joseph and
Mary, as in this song:
"Joseph tender Joseph mine.
Help me rock my babe divine,"
nativity of Christ
Songs to the child in the manger include
sympathetic themes such as "Dormi Fili", "Le Petit Jesu", and
"Lo In a Manger Cold and Drear", Shepherd carols express the zeal
with which they sought the infant Christ,
2. Characteristics of Folk Songs,
Distinct characteristics are found in each nation's songs,
Russian folk song is energetic, compelling and dramatic, "Gospodi
Pomuli"(Lord Have Mercy) is simg eighty
Russian
times while the priest lov/ers the Cross in
dramatic form until the voices are almost inaudible, V/hen the
iDickerman: JiSccursions in Musical History
,
p,4-l.
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music gradually increases to a full crescendo the cross is lifted
high in the air. By this visual aid, folk soiig Inspires the spirit
of v/orship in hosts of people v;ho could not attain it in any other
way.
Religious folk song in G-ermany carries Sunday into the day
of the vreek "by an easy transition from the secular to the relig-
ious, by themes of love, mother and home. These universal themes
are used in connection with the Holy I'amily,
German
Luther's "Away in the Manger", and "G-ute
Hacht" reveal the tender sympathetic naivete of the G-erman mood.
These worshipful objective songs instill the spirit of wonder and
av7e in the hearts of the people toward the Christ.
Religious folk song in America is two-fold in its content.
The Negro spiritual is sub;)ective in the lament of the soul for
freedom, and objective in its dramatic q.uality. The anticipation
of release is expressed in mournful strains,
American
By means of using Biblical characters, the
Spiritual becomes dramatic. Elijah in the glorification of heaven,
ajid Jonah in the doom of hell, pictorialize the sor\g and therefore
rivet the attention of the singer upon the elements of the Creation
and inspire the v/orshipful mood.
Throughout history, the worship element persists in religious
folk song. This naive and highly individualized type of expression
reveals the influence of Christianity, and by its narrative
descriptive character it becomes a universal means of relationship
and praise to the Creator.
"Shepherds, novf go we to yon fair Bethlehem tov/n,
VHiere in a manger the Lord Christ has come dovm."
Madonna worship by the troubadours and crusaders of the
eleventh and tv/elfth centuries, stimulated by the love of litera-
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ture, Dante poem and. Giotto's paintings, resulted in the
oufbiirst of carols similar to this one:
"I sin^ of a maiden
That is makeless; (mateless)
King of all icings,
Her son she chess; (chose)
He came all so stille,
There his moder was;
As dev/ in Aprille,
That falleth on the grass,
He came all so stille
To his moders "bower;
As dew in Aprille,
That falleth on the fleower,"
Themes for religioTos folk song from legendary soiirces pro-
duced carols of the Nativity, as "The Cherry-tree Carol", "Joseph
was an Old Man", "The Camel" and "Hymn to the Donkey."
The "boya^ood of Christ inspired songs such as "Legend of the
Ball Game with Christ", and "Christ When a Child a G-arden Made."
Pictorial reiity has "been given to carols "by the conception and
masterful art of painters such as Hans Multacher and Fra Angelico,
D. PSAIMODY OF CAIVIU.
1. Pre-Calvin Psalms.
The collection of Old Testament Psalms, an inheritance from
the Hel)rew temple and syhagogue, v/as to the early Christians what
the national epic and the sacred lyric
Old Testament
were to the races of antiq.uity. The
hymns of the primitive Christian church, sung in unison and in
antiphonal style, had gradually "been talcen "by the Roman church
as the privilege of trained priests and
Roman Priestly Chants
monks, and the people had "been excluded.
In medieval manuscripts hymns are found that were used exclusively
"by friars and monastic students vriio spent their time in contempla-
tion.
1
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The hymn had "become formal and liturgic and v/as v/ritten in a
language foreign to the people. This may have "been due to the fact
that leaders of Christian thought feared
Monks and Friars
the change of meaning of Bitlical truth
that is 113cely to occur in translation from one language to another.
Therefore there are no English hymns of earlier date than the six-
teenth century found in the hymnals of today*
The Reformation cleansed the church, and in so doing, estab-
lished the rights of the people to participate in the singing. V/ith
Luther and Calvin, the exponents of coingregational singing, hymnody
was "brought out of the seclusion of the monastery to "be used hy all
people of every town and city. Through the Franciscan friars, the
peasants had "been given a glimpse of the tradition of long soags
found in the religious edvotional lyrics. Thus they had paved the
way for the fearless Reformers, who insisted that congregational
singing should supplant the priestly liturgic offeririg of the Roman
church for the people. Dr. Lutkin says of coijgregational singing:
"It is the one channel through which v;e can collectively voice our
offerings of prayer and praise to God, the one medium "by which we
unite in an inspiring act of worship, and the one means "by v/hlch
people as a whole can "be swayed "by a single emotion or uplifted "by
a single impulse."
Calvin reveals his depth of understanding of youth in its
response to a new movement, in comparison to that of the slower
reaction of adults, for he "began his innovation with the children
of the church. Organized into choirs, they v/ere trained systematic-
ally and practiced regiilarly the singing of hymns. He understood
the psychological effect of music, and "believed that "there is
scarcely anything in the world that exercises so much influence upon
laillman: 0£. clt . p,135.
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men, or so potently affects and fashions their morals."
Calvin^ s attitude toward the simplicity that should character-
ize ecclesiastical music, resulted in severe measures concerning its
form. The dignity of church music he thought should not include
lightness and frivolous tendencies or intrusions of ornamentation
such as four-part singing.
Almost every organ in the land v/as demolished. Upon the
triumph of Cromwell ^s army, Puritanism became the extreme reaction
to Romanism. Its idea of worship renounced every vestige of pre-
scribed form in liturgy and ceremony. Vestments were abolished,
books were destroyed, and candles and all evidences of art were not
to be used in Calvin's form of service.
2. The Work of Calvin.
Calvin's determination was to purify church praise from
extra-Biblical thematic material, and therefore he contended that
Scripture alone should be used as
Scripture
hymns for worship. "V/e can find
nothing better than the v;ords of G-od."-'-
His favorite Scripture verses v;ere those he believed G-od
had dictated to David, the Psalms.
Pavidic Psalms
He called in council the best
musicians, to v;hom he gave the task of selecting tunes for the Psalms.
He chose Clement Marot, "the prince of poets and poet of princes",
v;ho dedicated Psalms to the King and to the women of France.
"It is one of the ironies of history that the extreme
forms of Puritajaism were indebted to a notorious writer of love
^Gillman. The Evolution of the English Hymn , p.l37.
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son^s for their material in congregational praise. In 1542
Clement Marot pulDlislied fifteen Psalms in metre, set to music used
for other purposes at the French Court. Despite the fact that
their sources as well as their music v/ere equally disreputable,
these Psalms iDecame popular on the Continent,"^
The Genevan Psalter enjoyed a feverish welcome in Paris
among the elite of the Court, In the city on v;eek days, "bells
tolled the Hour of Service, v/hen all
The G-enevan Psalter
the shops closed, "business ended, con-
versation ceased, and the people hastened to the church. There they
drew the little Psalm "books from their pockets and gave testimony
to their faith "by congregational singing.
These metrical Psalms found place in the worship of the
Protestants of England during the reign of Eliza"beth, 1559, v/hen
the exiles of the reign of Mary returned from Frankfort and Geneva.
English Puritanism received its song from French sources, not from
Lutheran hymns of Germany. The lack of a"bility to imitate the
delicate French lyrical metres resulted in the comparatively dull
tunes found in the English Psalm Book,
Calvin and Marot were "both exiles at Ferrara under the
protection of Dutchess Renee, for this v/as the day that dissenters
and reformers were "burned at the stake, imprisoned and sent from
their homeland for professing a different interpretation of
Christianity. He returned to Geneva after three years. In 1539
he pu"blished "Aulcuns Pseaumes et mys en Chante" and in 1562 the
Psalter was complete.
England^ s Poet Laureate claimed that the Psalm tunes
were strong, dignified, q.uiet and orderly, and that they had melodic
•^Longford, Music and Religion , p.110,
(i
solidarity and left nothing to be desired.
One of the most celebrated hymn tomes used in America and
coming from the Calvinistic period, based on the Psalms, is the
"Old Hmidredth," an old chorale reduced to notes of even length.
Thus Calvin, the religioTis, social and economic reformer,
made a radical move to turn the minds of the people toward God as
Protector, G-uide and Father, by way of congregational singing. He
released the desire to worship by providing a means of expression.
E. LUTHERAH HYtiNODY.
The Protestant Reformation of the sixteenth century in
v/hich Martin Luther figured so prominently, revived congregational
singing in the Christian church. At Wittenberg and G-eneva this
innovation was due to the brave efforts of Calvin and Luther to
secure freedom from the papal rule and from the exclusive use of
music by the priests in liturgic chants of the Roman service. The
disruption of the Reformation brought v/ith it terrific punishments
to those who dissented from the authority, ceremony or language of
the Roman church. It was on the occasion of the burning to death
of two youths who confessed the reformed faith, that Luther was
inspired to write his first hymn. He gave it the title of "A New
Song of the Tv/o Martyrs for Christ, Bumt at Brussels by the
Sophists of Louvain." People of G-ermany and the Lov/ Countries,
aroused to indignation at this cruelty, were willing to hear the
great reformer's message, after hearing this hymn:
"By help of God I fain would tell
A new and wondrous story,
And sing a marvel that befell
To his great praise and glory;
At Brussels in the Netherlands,
He hath a banner lifted.
4I
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"To show his wonders "by the hand
Of two youths highly gifted
Y/ith rich and heavenly graces."
1. Monastery Hymns to German Peasants,
Luther freed the music of the church from its exclusive use
"by appointed singers and priests, to the peasants, by encouraging
the congregational use of hymns translated into the mother tongue
of Germany. His reverence for the ancient Latin hymns and the
sedate music to v/hich they were set, was "based on their educational
value for the Mass as v/ell as for the leaders of the services. He
He urged the continual use of these, in addition to original hjrmns
in the vernacular to enable the people to participate in the wor-
ship of God. Some of Luther's contemporaries had supplied hymns
that breathed of personal religion which comes from myotic con-
templation, such as Suso and Tauler. They felt that the cold,
organized, ritualistic religion v/as threiening the heart of relig-
ion. To them God v/as personally interested in the people, and it
was on this theme that they v/rote several poems, in the vernacular,
emphasizing the unfailing care of God for all.
Julian says, "To Luther belongs the extraordinary merit of
having given to the German people in their ovm tongue the Bible,
the Catechism, the Hymn Book, so that God might speaJs: directly to
them in his word, and that they might directly answer him in their
songs
Luther himself said: "Hext to theology, I would not rate any-
thing higher than music, the beaut if-jI and heavenly gift of God."
The firm belief of Luther in the direct guidance of God in
the personal affairs of his children v/as affirmed in his hymn
ijulian's dictionary of Hymnology
,
p.414.
Botsford, Folk Son<g;s of Many Peoples , p. 81.
i
written for the service of intercession against the Shirks at
Wittenherg, 1541, in v^hich he prayed:
"Lord, help us in thy word and work;
Restrain the murderous Pope and Turk,
Who fain would tear from off thy throne
Christ Jesus, thy "beloved Son."
Supplying youth with positive constructive activity has "been
a problem in all generations, and Luther's time vms no exception.
In the preface of his hymn "book he says; "These songs have "been
set in four parts for no other reason than
The Husician
"because I wished to provide our young
people (v;ho "both villi and ought to "be instructed in music and the
sciences) with something where"by they might rid themselves of
amorous and carnal songs, and in their stead learn something whole-
some."^ He no dou"bt rememlDered the enjoyment of his youth when the
vicar at Eisen"bach, lover of poetry and music, wouJid gather the
young people of his parish around him to sing in the church choir,
and when Luther earned for himself the nickname of "The I^usician".
2. The Works of Luther.
Luther's method for vitalizing the great music of the church
was to translate the Roman words of the Mass into liviiig and holy
v/ords of God, and to set them to the
Translations
ancient and venerated Latin tunes. This
revision of the liturgy preserved for the German people the "best in
ecclesiastical music of the church.
Luther produced Evangelical hymns that carried the theme of
personal love of God for all men, hymns of faith, hj^uins as the
chronicles of the people, and hymns glorifying the Lord of war.
These compositions are rugged, simple, and in the plain speech of
^Gillman, The Evolution of the English Hymn
,
p.132.
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the people. The musical settings are modified Gregorian modes
and German chorales.
"The greatest hymn of the greatest man in the greatest period
of German History.""^ This paraphrase of the forty-sixth psalm is
a magnificent interpretation of the com-
Hymns and Chorales
forting song of the early He"brev;s. Here
we find a positive assertion of Luther's faith in the Creator as
guide and protector of us all:
"A mighty fortress is our God,
A bulv/arli: never failing;
Cur helper, he, amid the flood
Of mortal ills prevailing.
For still our ancient foe
Doth seei: to work us woe;
His craft and power are great;
And, armed with cruel hate,
cn earth is not his eaual."
In his hymn "book vie find also a number of chorales, "based
upon the popular folk melodies of the German people. The univer-
sally loved one, "Luther's Cradle Song", finds a glad v/elcome
wherever it is sung. Surely his devotion to his wife and his love
for his children inspired him to write this "beautiful nativity
hymn, "Away in a Manger".
3. Evaluation of the Work of Luther.
"As a church-musician, Luther may he described as a second
2Gregory." He "broke the tradition of a thousand years, and
established a nev/ one, retaining the good and supplanting it with
the new. His chorales v/ere eagerly sung by German people in the
market places, in the streets and from church steeples. ^'Next to
j^Smith: Lyric Religion, p. 4.
^Gillman, op. cit.T p»154
.
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the Bi'ble, fev/ influences did more for the Reformation, as con-
temporary o'bservers atimdantly testify,"-^
Luther literally paved the v/ay for his followers to sing them-
selves into Protestantism, for he took G-od to the diets, ccntro-
# versial chambers, and to the battlefield*. By his hymns, he led
his people to worship in the "beauty of holiness thro-ugh congrega-
tional song.
F. WATTS AMD V.^SLEY.
1, Hymnody of Isaac V/atts,
"Isaac V.'atts v/as a devoutly religious poet and a connoisseTar
in religion. In him, as in most great religious natures, there v/as
a union of lofty thought and holy experience. He was the author not
only of hymns which are sung throughout the Christian world, hut
2
also of a "Logick". So to I>r, Watts, man of letters, philosophy
and theology, is given a tribute "by a modem philosopher and
theologian.
The first really great English hymn writer, Dr .Watts, v;as
a non-conformist Divine, who discovered new possibilities in the
Latin metrical hymn as an outlet for spirituaJ. fervor. Because he
v/rote verse of less majesty and more emotion, Watts confronted the
same situation that Ambrose did in 562, when he met with the
opposition of Psalm devotees v/ho argued against "human" hymns at
the Council of Toledo, Spain, 623. V.'atts ]aiew the na,ture of the
need, and although his taste was faulty and his style inconsistent,
his hymns of standard excellense v/ere suitable for congregational
worship. His general theme v/as the "Divine Majesty."
^Encyclopedia Britannica: Dr. Frere's article on Hymns.
Brightman, Religious Values
,
Preface, p.ll.
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Congregatiord singing in Yorlnainster parish chmrches had
reached a period of decadence. Absence of boolcs prompted the
following order of the Westminster Assembly, 1645: "V/here many in
the congregation cannot read, it is convenient that the minister
or some fit person appointed by him and the other officers, do
read the Psalm, line by line, before the singing thereof,"^
The nobilitjr ogled, v/hispered, took snuff and slumbered.
The congregation yelled, screeched and whined as they sang, and
provided the sermon displeased them, they indulged in clamorous
talk, all of Vv'hich excited contempt on
Congregational Sing-
ing Prior to Watts the part of sincere worshipers. Addison
tells of the ridiculous behavior of
Sir Roger de Coverley, who took naps, lengthened the singing psalm
half a minute after its end, and counted the congregation to check
on the attendance of his tenants.
V/atts came to the rescue of this crisis in public v/orship
v/ith the theory that the content of the hymn influenced the
reaction of the congregation to it. He contended that if v/orship
was to be vital, meaningful and a powerful factor, Christ must be
the focal center of it. Watts' h3n]ms were v/ritten in times of
turmoil and chaos. Shocked by the rude Psalm versions of Sternhold
and Hopkins, Watts was challenged to v^rite something better. His
first hymn, "Behold the Glories of the Lamb", 1707, appeared in
"H ymns and Spiritual Songs" v/hich contained 222 hymns, 12 doxol-
ogies and 14 psalm versions.
Paraphrases of Biblical themes for congregational use were
not merely a rehearsal of Scripture texts, but imbued with poetic
•Gillman, The Evolution of the English Hymn , p«19.

quality they iDecame genuine expressions of the Psalms in the
English language. They v/ere dicLactic
Psalm Paraphrases
and homiletic. His great work, "The
Psalms of David Imitated in the Language of the New Testament and
Adapted to the Christian State of Worship", enahled the people to
raise their hearts in praise to the Saviour,
His opponents resented the attempt of Watts to "presume
to correct and instruct the Holy G-host in v/riting Psalms," but in
gentle yet firm spirit, he proceeded to link the poetic heauty of
the English language v/ith the mystical content of Davidic psalmody,
and in lyric charm he succeeded.
His paraphrase of "The heavens declare the glory of God"
is constructed in simple flov/ing lines of poetic beauty:
"Behold the lofty sky
Declares its maker G-od;
And all his starry works on high
Proclaim his pov/er abroad."
The best knovm and finest of Watts ^ hymns revealing the
simple strength, straightforv/ardness
,
poetical perfection and close
alliance to Scripture is: "V/hen I Survey the Wondrous Cross:"
"VHien I survey the wondrous cross,
On Y:hich the Prince of Glory died,
My richest gain I count but loss.
And p^our contempt on all my pride."
This hymn of solemn beauty and intense sorrow reveals
Yfatts' poetic expression of his passion for pure religion that
existed in his heart. It is superb in simplicity, phrase and
melody, artistic construction and splendor of spiritual content.
"Our God our help in ages past", a magnificent para-
phrase of the ninetieth Psalm, is not only the ceremonial hymn of
the English nation, but a hymn in universal use by all Protestant
faiths.
f
"Chir Grod, our help in ages past,
Oar hope for years to come,
Our shelter from the stormy tlast.
And our eternal home,"
That he felt the importance of doxologies, or songs to the
Trinity, is verified hy the twenty versions placed at the end of
his "Hymns and Spiritual Songs." He sang to the Father, Son and
Holy Ghost in many V8j?ieties of lyrical verse.
Interest in children led Dr. V/atts to organize choirs £)r
them, and v/ith his ov/n pen to provide didactic hymns of praise for
use in school and church.
The moral development of youth prompted Watts to write
ohjective poems, unfolding spiritual laws for the improvement of
the child:
"Hov7 doth the little "busy "bee
Improve each shining hour;
And gather honey all the day,
From ev^ry opening flower.
Hov/ skillfully she builds her cell.
How neat she spreads her wax;
Children'
s
And labors hard to store it well,
Moral Songs V/ith the sv/eet food she makes.
In works of labour and of skill
I would be busy too,
For Satan finds some mischief still,
For idle hands to do."
This poem on industry co\;J.d not fail to reach the understanding of
the child. His great facility in rhyming enabled him to versify
any moral implication which was applicable to the life of child-
hood.
Sympathy for the poor ragged urchins of London is pictorially
presented in:
"Not more than others I deserve,
Yet God hath given me more.
For I have food v;hile others starve.
Or beg from door to door."
G-randeur and majesty of emotional content characterize the
lyric poetry of Watts. Poetic charm, simplicity and universalty
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of appeal, have carried didactic hymns into use in modern
times. Ideas of truth, and of
Poetic Characteristics
justice and charity to all men, are
clothed in graceful form. A deep sense of calm serenity, amid the
chaotic disharmony of the y/orld, is everywhere in his hymns.
"If he was not the first to set the form of the congre-
gational hyiEn, he definitely esta"blished it as the normal medium
of public praise. He was the first effectively to initiate a nev/
type of worship-song in the English tongae, v/ith Christ as its
central theme, and in so doing he placed our modern hyranody on
right and firm foimdations,"-'- By so objectifying his hymns,
Dr. Watts directed the minds of the people to devotional reverent
praise.
2, The V/esleys aid Their Hymns,
The hiiman heart instinctively "bursts into son{iS of gratitude
and joy. During the Middle Ages St. Francis andhis "brother monks
sang their songs in the villages of Italy and France, and during
Reformation times, the peasants of G-ermany responded to the leader-
ship of Luther and Calvin. Just so, in the period of spiritual
enlightenment and self-realization, when the "'esleys preached the
love of God to the people of England, the masses rejoiced in
rapturous praise.
Early eighteenth century morality was in decadence, politics
were corrupt, literature unclean. Intemperance and vicious living
claimed most of the men, who con-
Eighteenth Century
immorality sidered uneonventionality fasti oiiable
.
Executions and robberies v;ere numerous. Religion lacked vitality,
laillman: The Evolution of the English Hymn , p. 211.
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and the preaching v/as cold, -unresponsive and merely argumentative.
At this critical era of lethargy in religious, moral, sociaJ. and
political life, the V/esleys came as the leaders of a religious
revival.
^ The religious renaissance "Gave the first impulse to our
popular education; it hastened on sanitary reform, poor lav/ reform,
the care of the sick, and the abolition of slavery. For in the
light of the nev/ humanity, poverty, vagrancy, disease and vice had
to he fought rather than endured.""^
The contribution of John V/esley to hymnody v/as three-fold:
translations of hymns from the G-erman, criticism of Charles '.Vesley's
profuse v/ork, and the compilation of a series of Methodist tracts
and hymnals.
V/esley' s hymns of Christian experience, invitation and
sanctification aJ.1 had as their central theme "Love of G-od," and
v/ere characterized "by deep spiritual content and lofty devotional
thought that led the v/orshiper to praise. His hymns v\rere influenced
by the hymnody of Zinzendorf and Gerhardt of Germany, v/hich v^as
mystical in mood.
John Y/esley's evaluation of his ovm hymnody can be esti-
mated by his reference to the 1780 collection of hymns as "a little
body of experimental and practical divinity, containing all the
pimportant truths of our most holy religion."
John Wesley understood the value of song in the crucial
experience of the Moravians on their way to Georgia, v/hen a storm
^ broke at sea and threatened to
John Y/esley
destroy them. Their pure faith,
buttressed by the hymns they sang, resulted in a calm serenity
during the crisis.
Ij3-illman: op
.
cit
., p. 215.
Gillman, ibid
, p. 28
(
He learned, as Luther had in earlier times, the propagandist
value of hymn singing as an aid to the evangelist. He incorporated
into his hooks directions and methods for congregational singing,
and due to his enthusiasm and approval, resolutions favoring con-
gregational song were again and again passed.
John Y/esley's estimate of his "brother's v/ork is summed up in
his statement, "May I he permitted to add a fev/ lines v/ith regard
to poetry? Than I v;ill speak to those who are fudges thereof,
v/ith freedom and unrese27ve. In these hymns thereis no doggerel,
hotches ,no thing put in to patch up rhyme, no feehle expletives.
Here is nothing turgid or "bomhast on the one hand or lov; and creep-
ing on the other ... .Here are hoth
Charles Wesley
purity, strength and elegajice of the
English language, and at the utmost simplicity and plainness,
suited to every capacity. I desire men of taste to ^udge whether
there isnot in some of the follov/ing verses the true spirit of
poetry, such as cannot he acq.uired hy art and lahor, hut must he
the gift of nature When poetry thus keeps its place, as the
handmaiden of piety, it shall attain not a poor perishahle wreath,
hut a crown that fadeth not away.""''
Characteristics of the lyric poetry of V/esley include vivid
pictorialization and depth of feeling, warmly expressed. Some of
his suhjects v/ere more meditative than those of Watts, hut on the
other hand, seasonal suhjects, such as Easter and Christmas, were
purely ohjective and didactive. All of the poems v/ere hased on
religious themes emphasizing personal experience. He v/as rightly
called "The Poet of Methodism."
^Benson: Hymns of the Christian Church , p. 116.
{
The "best known hymn of Charles Y/esley is "Jesus, Lover
of Hy Soul," one of the supreme poems of the century. It is
superb in its simplicity and "brevity. Its melody is essentially
inherent, for v/ithout the t-une, this poem really sings in graceful
rhythm:
"Jesus, lover of my soul,
Let me to thy "bosom fly,
While the nearer v/aters roll.
While the tempest still is high;
Hide me, 0 my Saviour, hide.
Till the storm of life is past;
Safe into the haven guide;
0 receive my soul at last."
3. Evaluation,
A modem hymnist evaluates the Y/esley hymns as similar to
"Pilgrims Progress" in which man travels from the city of
destruction to the celestial city. "They unfold the spiritual
drama of the soul of man: his hopes and fears, his aspirations and
affections, his failures and victories; each chequered experience
trem"bles in song, and scarcely a note is missing. Springing from
the heart of the eighteenth century, their music seems to drov/n its
licentiousness and frivolity in paeans of praise. "'^
The passionate exu"berant soiags of the V/esleys opened a v/orld
of joyous praise among the people ,which changed the attitude of
public devotion throughout England. This element of o"bjectivity
in leading the thoughts av/ay from inner frailties to the sublime
v;orship of G-od was in much of the 'Vesley hymnic literature.
The body of V/esley hymnody was a joint enterprise, John the
leader of the Methodist revival, and Charles the lyric hymnist, who
was appointed poet laureate of the movement.
^Gillman: The Evolution of the English Hymn, p. 219,
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G. MONTGOMERY.
1. Theory of Hymnody.
James Montgomery, a Moravian poet, is the connecting link
0 between eighteenth and nineteenth century hymnody. As poet and
lecturer and as editor of a newspaper in Sheffield, he had the
opportunity to write lyrical verse and lecture upon existing con-
ditions in politics, religion and social understanding. He
"battled for freedom from ignorance, tyranny and selfish authority.
His practicality was accompanied "by a keen imagination v/hich
served as a stimulus for his poetry. His stem faith in God, aM
his optimistic challenge for cooperation with the Creator in the
interest of a "brighter future for humanity, is mirrored in his
hymns.
The theory that hymns should express not only the reality of
Christian experience, "but also am"bitions and desires reflecting
perfection, led to much discussion "by his opponents. The idea that
thematic material of this type co-old "be placed in lyrical verse
aroused the o"b^ection of Dr. Johnson, who said there could he no
union of poetry and religion.
Dr. Watts had laid out the model for the modern English
hymn "by turning the ordinary speech of the people into metrical
form that expressed pious poetry with a restrained spirituality.
Dr. Benson gives an estimate of Montgomery's hymnic poetry
thus: "In his poetic work Montgomery mistook the easy flov/ of
^ rhetorical or sentimentsil verse for
Poetic Measurement
poetry. But his hymn writing was a
thing apart, and in the "best of his hymns he made no mistake of any
kind. He understood exactly what to aim at, and he is one of "the
little masters' in the ext of hymn ¥n:*iting."l
^Benson; Hymnody of the Christian Church
,
p. 146.
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His poetry v/as characterized "by its simplicity, iDrevity,
•unity of tho-ught
,
variety of theme and "blending of the theme with
true lyrical form,
2. Works of Montgomery.
The English hymn had a new development due to L'ontgomery'
s
fearless i^th in liberty and justice for all men. His theory of
the vital res-ult of Christ's
His Hymns
gospel as a means of purgiiig the
existing oppression, led him to v>rrite hymns which motivated the
human will for freedom. Hitherto man was punished for the ex-
pression of new ideas. ITov/ the spirit of freedom and earthly
justice was in the atmosphere.
"He shall come do\m like showers
Upon the frij.itful earth;
And love, joy, hope, like flowers.
Spring in his path to "birth."
Themes used "by Montgomery in his four hundred hymns include
the "Happiness of Paradise," based upon the poignant "beauty of
the natural elements of the
Thematic Material
earth. His praise for the
"breezes, the sky, the flowers and the forests reminds one of the
ecstatic paean of thanksgiving "by St. Francis, who loved Brother
Sun, Sister Moon and Sister Earth. Montgomery's vision of a more
superb beauty in the future v/orld is found in these verses:
"If G-od hath made this earth as fair,
y/here sin and death abound,
How beautiful beyond compare
Y/ill paradise be found."
A hymn of sheer joy at being alive in a world of beauty
finds poetic expression in:
"The forests in their strength rejoice;
Hark on the evening breeze.
As once of old the Lord God's voice,
Is heard ajnong the trees."
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A higher evaluation of personality and its relation to
G-od inspired poems that v/ere vibrant with love, truth and Justice,
as:
"Hail to the Lord^s Anointed'.
Great David's greater Son'.
Hail in the time appointed
His reign on earth "begun.
He comes to break oppression,
To set the captive free,
To take away transgression.
And rule in equity."
This worship hymn to the Christ is vivid with fire and hope
for a "new earth" coming through practical Christianity, and it
siffirms the truth that Christ's principles are gifts to any and
all who are ea^er to test them thro-ugh human relationships. It
si3^gests that earthly justice and "brotherhood should make this
v/orld a paradise.
3. Evaluation. From the dissenting
churched^ontgomery gathered 461 hymns which were up to poetic
standard, added them to his ovm original lyrical poems, and
published "Songs of Zion," 1822.
Montgomery's lyrical poems on the beauty of the earth as
a verification of G-od's presence everywhere, turned the hearts of
worshipers toward the Creator with praise and thanksgiving for the
immediate paradise in which we live. His hymns are invigorating
stimuli to reverent and sincere worship.
rc
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"Angels holy
High and lowly
Sing the praises of the Lord
I
Earth and sky, all living nature,
Man, the stamp of thy Creator,
Praise ye, praise ye, G-od the Lord."
— J. S. Blackie.
A. THE HISTORICAL EW: A STUDY OF HYMNS WHICH REFLECT
COUTELIPORAITEOUS EVENTS OF THE ERA.
1, The Historical Hymn.
Of innumerahle hymns that appeared at one time or the other
in English hymn "books, a limited number have attained the degree
of universality and permanence, due to their use hy Christian
worshipers of nearly all varieties of "belief over a su"bstantial
period of time. The congregational hymn, however, is a relatively
modern creation. A few ad^ls^tations of G-erman hymns and Latin
canticles find places in the hymn "books, as v^ell as a few sur-
vivals of the seventeenth century compositions, although this
applies more frequently to the mtisic than to the v/ords.
Conspicuous additions to hymnody were made in the nineteenth
century; in fact, the modern art of hymnody was "bom in this
period. "Instead of feeling a dearth of singing material, to "be
supplied "by any availa"ble means, the churches now "began to "be per-
plexed over an em"barrassnent of riches, from v/hich the small
number possi"ble for actual use must be chosen by some process of
-30-
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critical selection.""''
Dr. Benson says, "In the nineteenth century poetry either
became religious or religion TDecame more poetical."^
Poets of the a^e included Brovming, Clough, Arnold, aa.d
Tennyson, v;hose works were influenced "by the intellectualism of
the Renaissance, the religious fervor of the Reformation, and
the political chaos of the American and French Revolutions . These
men remonstrated against the faithlessness of humanity in poems
such as "In Memoriam", "Pippa Passes", "Crossing the Bar" and
"Little Flower."
Thomas Hood, in his "Bridge of Sighs" reveals his
sympathetic heart concerning humanity, and Peacock expresses the
same theme in the "Friar's Song." These pictorial sketches of
universal prohlems of people reveal the "breadth of understanding
poets of the nineteenth century had.
Francis Thompson shares a glimpse of the restlessness
of the world in "0 World Invisible"; yearning for timeless
eternity in the realization of the Infinite God is plainly shov/n
in "The Hound of Heaven."
Elizabeth Barrett Brovming and Christina Rossetti shov;
us in their songs of love and trust, the feminine interpretation
of life, love, humanity and religion.
Thomas Campbeii and Robert Southey reveal the militant
spirit and loyalty to a cause, in "Battle of Blenheim," and "Ye
Mariners of England."
Respect for individuality and the evaluation of person-
ality is shovm in V7alter Langor's poems, "To Age," "To Brovrtiing,"
Ipratt, Ilusical Ministries
, p. 177.
^Benson; The English Hymn
, p.19.
cf
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and "On Timely Death." The relation of the individual to the
universe hitherto had "been a "baffling prohlem "but V/illiam Y/ords-
worth made the correlation of romanticism and mysticism practical,
in his "Prelude" and "I V.'andered Lonely as a Cloud".
Nineteenth century refinement of vocalaulary, and elevation
of the art of hymnody resulted in a prolific oufburst of exaiiisite
lyrics of experience and worship.
"God of our fathers, whose almighty hand
Leads forth in "beauty all the starry "band
Of shining worlds in splendor through the skies,
Our grateful songs before thy throne arise.
Thy love divine hath led us in the past,
In this free land "by thee our lot is cast;
Be thou our ruler, guardian, guide and stay,
Thy V70rd our lav/, thy paths our chosen way.
From war^s alarms, from deadly pestilence,
Be thy strong arm our ever sure defence;
Thy true religion in our hearts increase.
Thy "bounteous goodness nourish us in peace."
--Daniel C. Roberts, 1876.
2. Hymns of Historical Events,
(a) The Victorian Era . The Victorian Era is cha-racterized
"by a stea^dy rapid grov/th on fundamental questinns of politics,
economics, natural science, ethics and religious belief.
It was a rich, complex period of many problems, the
most prominent of which were those of the labor conditinn and
religious faithsi The reconciliation of the new development
caused by the Industrial Revolution v/ith the humanitarian prin-
ciples inherited from the Romantic Revival was a social dilemma
V7hich the new generation had to face. The adjustment of the tra-
ditional faith of orthodox Christianity to the nevr knowledge of
the Bible resulting from the critical study of the original
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dociments v/as axL intellectual problem of the age.
Conflict among the ivriters as to the mode of readjustment
v/as sharp. Browning, ib?nold, Morris, Ruskin, Newman, and .Tennyson
wrote on the suhject as motivated "by the "Principles of G-eology"
by Sir Charles Lyell, "Origin of Species" by Darv/in, ajid Strauss*
"Life of Jesus" as criticized by G-eorge Eliot,
Politically, the Industrial ReYclution, influenced by
scientific invention in the fields of steam, machinery and trans-
portation, developed the factory system to such an extent that
social life was radically changed. Reform and Suffrage acts gave
the vote to all people.
Educationally, extension of secondary schools, trade
unionism, friendly societies , end aids to working people in the form
of pension for sickness and old age, made the nineteenth centin*y
the most democratic of the decades.
Poets v/rote lyrical, verse on all subjects of this social
crusade. The exorbitant food laws, v/hich v/ere finally abolished,
inspired the stirring hymn of justice
Social Cionsciousness
written by Ebenezer Elliott:
"V/hen wilt thou save the people?
0 God of mercy, when?
Not kings and lords , but nations
,
Not thrones and crov/ns, but men.
Flov/ers of thy heart, 0 God are they;
Let them not pass like weeds away;
Their heritage a sunless day;
G-od save the people."
The effect of the Industrial Revolution upon the impoverished
lower classes gave them an opportunity for powerful enrichment and
triumph over the aristocracy. The expansion vfas rapid. Social
conditions v/ere bettered. Individualism and personal liberty becaine
preeminent in the literature and poems of the times. Hymnists used
this humanitarian thematic material for their contemporary songs.
€
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John Addington Symonds , author and scholar of Oxford, prophesied
the ideal future of human relationships v;hen democracy and peaceful
living may crovm man's existence and give leisure for further develop-
ment of the soul. In a daring hymn, "born of chaotic materialistic
conditions in England between the wealthy and the poor, Symonds pre-
dicts the future:
"These things shall "be, a loftier race
Than e'er the vmrld hath knovm, shall rise
With flame of freedom in their souls,
And light of laiov/ledge in their eyes.
Nation v/ith nation,land with land.
Unarmed shall live as comrades free;
In every heart and "brain shall throb
The pulse of one fraternity."
Bishop Hov/'s national hymn for the observance of Queen Victoria's
Diamond Jubilee, 1897, is a descriptive poem which is loyal to the
mother of the nation, but v;hich
National Loyalty
gives a challenge to social better-
ment and human improvement of conditions for man's earthly existence.
This thought is vividly portrayed in:
"0 royal heart, with wide embrace
For all her happy children yearning;
0 happy realm, such mother-grace,
?/ith loyal love returning,
T/here England's flag flies, wide unfiirled.
All tyrant-wrongs repelling;
G-od made the v/orld a better v/orld,
For man's brief earthly dv/elling,"
This royal occasion of pomp, pride and prosperity motivated
Rudyard Kipling to write his iimnortal "Recessional." The four -hour
procession of glitter and glory from English dominions , and the regal
splendor of the military display of the nation impelled Kipling
to compose the daring poems on the theme, materialism versus
spirituality.
Reeves comments upon it: "What v/e call science is wonderfully
good, if a sometimes pert, servant of G-od; its freeing man from old
r
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fears that used to bedevil his life from the terrible places
and famines, from the grinding toil tiiat blinds the mind and
deadens the spirit—all this is something. How v/ith the new free-
dom and leisure and pov/er that man is getting, the hymn book thinks,
he has most to fear and guard against himself; he must have purity
of heart and humility of spirit and good will toward man. To
q.uote from Kipling's hymn:"^
"God of our fathers, laiown of old,
Lord of our f a.r flimg battle line,
Beneath v/hose av^ful hand we hold
Dominion over palm and pine I
Lord G-od of Hosts, be with us yet.
Lest v/e forget, lest we forget.
The tumult and the shouting dies;
The captains and the kings depart;
Still stands thine ancient sacrifice,
An humble and a contrite heart;
Lord God of Hosts, be with \is yet,
Lest T/e forget, lest v/e forget,"
Seeking after God in the new light of science perplexed many
poets. Darwin's hypothesis was denounced by the Luther , Calvin and
Church of England orthodox Christians, vzho thought it v/ould have
the tendency to remove all obliga-
Scientific Inquiry
tion of Christian morality. Real
agnostics, who admitted they did not know, reasoned that the view
of the Catholics, v/hose faith v;as based upon the writings of the
Church Fathers, and the viev/ of the Protestants, whose faith v/as
based upon the Scriptures, were both good,
A third group v/ho reconciled the religious and scientific
viev/s, belaared that revision of the Bible could be made and yet
that believers could be Christian. These people v/ere called
heretics, infidels, agnostics and skeptics, by the orthodox church
men. Yon Humboldt expressed his viev/s on the subject in "Cosmos",
iReeves, The Hyian in History and Literature
, p. 346.
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written 1845, which harmonized scientific accomplishments v/ith
the existing conception of the -universe, while James Usher declared
that Adam was created Friday, OctolDer, 4004 B.C., and Charles Lyell
claimed that man had lived 100,000 years.
The search for truth amid these conflicting ideas of man's
relation to the Creator, resulted in nev/ life and vigor in the
religion of the people, and in a prolific outlDiirst of poetry, some
of which has been selected for hymnic use.
Sir John Bowring, a progressive, delighted in the intel-
lectual awakening, for he had faith in the "benefits coming from
scientific knowledge. He wrote a lyrical statement of hope in
his imperishalile poem:
"Watchman, tell us of the night,
What its signs of promise are;
Traveler, o'er yon mountain height.
See that glory-beaming star.
Vfatchman, doth its beauteous ray
Aught of joy or hope foretell?
Traveler, yes, it brings the day.
Promised day of Israel."
Amid chaotic spiritual speculations, Bowring recognized
the permanent value of the ancient conception of the cross as a
religious anchor of the Christian faith. In his hymn he emphasizes
the symbol of the cross as the motivation for worship of Christ:
"In the cross of Christ I glory.
Towering o'er the wrecks of time;
All the light of sacred story
Gathers round its head sublime."
Revival of religious viev;s found its way to America, where
poets expressed their belief and faith in a friendly world as the
assurance of a supreme Creator who desires the compani-ondiip of man.
Dr. Oliver Wendell Holmes, a scientist in the medical field, v/rote
of the supremacy of the Creator as the beginning of all things, and
yet concerned v/ith the problems of man, thereby placing a high
evaluation upon personality:
r(
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"Lord of all "being, throned afar,
Thy glory flames fromsun and star;
Center and soul of every sphere,
Yet to each loving heart how near,"
Faith in God as the focal point of all things is revealed in
John Sterling's lines:
"0 Source divine, and Life of all,
The fount of "being's v/ondrous sea.
Thy depth would every heart appall
That saw not love supreme in thee,"
Hymns from the VictorianEra were largely narrative an.d descrip-
tive of historial events. Many contained the element of worship of
the Supreme Creator, and therefore may "be said to "be olijective.
("b) The Nineteenth Century Missionary Movement ,
The nineteenth century opens with the Wesleyan Missionary
Society led "by Dr. Thomas CqXq * and the London Missionary Society
which later "became the Congrega-
tional organization,
English Missions
Father Janiche, a Bohemian,
founded a missionary school in
Berlin for men, and "7an der Kemp, pioneer for the Missiona.ry Society
in South Africa, organized a society in the Netherlands, Indian
work in America vms directed "by Pres"byterian, Baptist andReformed
cooperation. In 1806 the Missionary College v/as opened at Andover
Seminary, and in 1810 Sam Mills, Gordon Hall and other students in
Williams College organized the American Board of Commission for
Foreign Missions. These crusades held Christianity not as a su'bject
of contempt "but as a movement worthy of interest and admiration.
Protestant England contained many denominational sjiimosities which
caused much suffering, "but out of it came an increased zeal for the
winning of all the souls of the v/orld. Great Britain was stirred

"by the murder of Bishop Haing, in Africa, and the death of David
Livingstone. These events of the century served as stimuli to
awaken Protestant Christendom to its duty to the untaught of other
lands. The Student Volunteer Movement v/as organized in England in
1895, aftei the Edinhurgh Medical Ilission had trained men for sani-
tary service, and after the female "branch of the London Society
allowed single v/omen to volunteer for foreign teaching.
The missionary awakening inspired the social work done in
Luhlin hy Kelley,and the lectures on the missionary cause l)y Mont-
gomery, gave the church a vision of duties to the world at large.
The continuation of the Apostolic v/ork inlands neighhoring to
Jerusalem, "became the goal of the nineteenth century. Propaganda
for world-wide evangelism, the hymn "became a vehicle which reached
the laity of the church.
On Whitsunday, 1819, the dean of St. Asaph church preached
a sermon to aid "The Societj^ for the Propagation of the G-ospel in
Foreign Parts." For this service.
Missionary and
Social Service Poets his son-in-lav/, Reginald He"ber, v.rrote
the universally famous hymn:
"From Greenland's icy mountains,
From India's coral strand,
Vfhere Africa's sunny fountains
Roll down their golden sand;
From many an ancient river.
From many a palmy plain,
They call us to deliver
Their land from error's chain."
Consciousness of the need for welfare v/ork and spiritual
unity among humanity inspired William Cullen Bryant to v/rite this
verse:
"Send forth thy heralds. Lord, to call
The thoughtless v/ith the hardened old;
A wandering flock to "bring them all
To the G-ood Shepherd's peaceful fold."
The missionary fervor inspired women as well as men to offer
their lives in the cause. Frances Havergal has given us this gem on

the theme of "brotherhood:
"Lord, spealc to me that I may speak
In living echoes of thy tone;
As thou hast sought, so let me seek
Thy erring children, lost and lone."
This lyrical poem of unselfish service for others breathes of the
intense Christian amhition to "be of definite aid to those less
fortunate, for Christ *s sake.
Samuel Longfellow responded to the missionary enterprise by a
lyrical poem on social service for the happiness of our fellovnnen:
"0 still in accents strong and sweet,
Sounds forth the ancient word;
More reapers for the harvest field.
More lahorours for the Lord."
These hymns
,
emphasizing the spirit of good will, altruism
and equality, are objective, for they lead the worshiper from
thoughts of self to Christ and. his principles, a motivating impulse
for missionary service to others.
(c) The Sunday School Movement as Promoter of Children's
Hymns ; The first Christian hymn was written by Clement of Alex-
andria, who provided the scholars
Clement of Alexandria
of the Catechetical school with a
song of worship to G-od. Translated it comes to us as "Shepherd of
Tender Youth."
"Shepherd of tender youth.
Guiding in love and truth
Through devious ways;
Christ our triumphant King,
We come thy name to sing.
And here our children bring.
To sound thy praise."
Very few hymns were written until the Reformation, hov/ever. A
gem from the pen of Prudentius tells of the child martyrs of early
Christian times. This naj^rative,
Prudentius
historical hymn is used for the
* I
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Feast of the Innocents, and is fo-jjid in the Roman Breviary
•
"Little flowers of martyrdon,
'Vhom the cruel sv/ord hath torn,
(On the threshold of the morn—
)
Rosebuds "by the whirlv/ind shornl"
In the ninth century, "G-loria Laus Et Honor" was written for
the chorister hoys in France* This song of praise v;as later used on
Palm Sunday in antiphonal effect "by rohed singers in tv/o positions
on the York Cathedral steps. This hymn of v/orship was also sung from
the city gates of Hereford:
"All glory, laud and honor,
To thee, Redeemer, King,
To whom the lips of children
Make sv;eet ho sannas ring."
Monastic emphasis upon symholism as an aid to adult worship
resulted in many hymns of the Cross, the symhol of Christ. This
influence is felt in a unique prayer
Monastic AlphalJet
written for the children duriiig the
eleventh and twelfth centuries, to aid them in learning the alpha-
"bet. The worship element in this composition is suhtle, "but none
the less real.
"Christie's Cross he my speed
In all virtue to proceed,Ahcdefghijklmnopq[rs and t
Douhle u, V, X v/ith y, ezod.
And per se con per se title title. Amen.
V/hen you have done, "begin againe, "begin againe;
Christie's Cross he my speed
In all virtue to proceed."
Luther wrote a hymn for his ov/n hoy, Hans, directing his
attention to worship of the Christ Child:
"Ahl dearest Jesus, Holy Child,
Luther Make thee a "bed, soft, undefiled,
V/ithin my heart that it may "be
A q.uiet chamher kept for thee.
My heart for every joy dost leap,
My lips no more can silence keep;
I too must sing v^ith joyful tongue
That sweetest ancient cradle song."
4
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V/atts, the first English hymn v/riter to simplify the
vocabulary for children's hymns, emphasized, morality and theology
in his poems. Songs on the industry
Watts
of the rose, the ant end all nature,
carried v^ith them an ohvious moral tag. Hymns on religious educa-
tion revolved around the subject of hell, Judgment and damnation as
seen in his song for sinful children:
"A dreadful hell
ind everlasting pains,
V/'here sinners must v/ith devils dwell
In darkness, dire and chains,"
One redeeming hymn that is in sharp contrast to the horror
and terror of his theological poems, is "Cradle Song," which breathes
of peace and gentleness:
"Hu.sh, my babe, lie still and slumber,
Holy angels guard thy bedl
Heavenly blessings without nuijjber
G-ently falling on thy head."
Wesley's hjrmns for children were heavy with theological
implications, and were lurid in their representation of the punish-
ments for the sinful:
"Dark and bottomless the pit
Which on them its mouth shall close;
Wesley Never shall they 'scape from it;
There they shall in endless woes
y/eep and \7ail and gnash their teeth.
Die an ev-©rlasting death."
His gentler nature and his interest in the welfai'e of children and
the objectifying of Christ's leadership is expressed in the follow-
ing: "Gentle Jesus, meek and mild.
Look upon a little child;
Pity my simplicity.
Suffer me to come to thee."
Nineteenth Century Hymnody for Children : Until the nine-
teenth century the Christian church had given little attention to the
provision of appropriate and worthy hymns for its youth. Prior to
the Sunday School Movement the enchanted world of the child was not
c
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understood. Child psychology v;as not alive in the minds of the
people. The failure of adults to be sympathetic v/ith the wonder and
imagination of alert, normal children, is reflected in reams of moral
literature v/hich have "been inflicted upon youth. Moral themes as a
guide to the religious instructions for fifteenth century youth are
found in the Babes Book of 1480. The section, "The Lytylle Child-
renes Lytil Boke," vrrltten for rich men's children, treated the sub-
jects of ethics, etiquette, manners, and sanitation. Thematic
material changed to death and life eternal, subjects that reflected
the efforts for evangelical piety of the adults of the eighteenth
century.
Out of this extreme harshness of hymnic content for children
shone one bright star—a poet of literary ability, whose art in hymn
v/riting v;as less obvious than V/atts and V/esley, but whose verse
breathed of ethereal beauty uneq.ualled in any children's religious
poetry: Blake's "Cradle Song" expresses tenderness, love and sympathy
for childhood,
"Sleep, sleep, happy child;
All creation slept and smiled.
Sleep, sleep, happy sleep,
Y/hile o'er thee doth mother v/eep,"
Juvenile literature evolved during the nineteenth century.
Hymn v/r iters of the Renaissance used a new vocabulary, less theolog-
ical and more poetical and lyrical,
Juvenile Literature
which children could understand.
The Missionary Movement inspired poets to v/rite of geographical dis-
tances in colorful descriptive verse. This led the people to con-
sider distance and travel and to provide lierature for the vivid
imagination of children. The entrance of women writers in the field
of hymnody gave the children' s poems a tone of sympathy and under-
standing. Poets of nature taught their contemporaries of the loveli-
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ness of the v/orld,not its terror and gloom. A nev7 evaluation of
personality inspired the hymn v/riters to consider the life of a
child precious, and thus v/orthy of mental and spiritual develop-
ment "by means of positive and constructive ideas, emphasizing
beauty.
The tendency of the nineteenth century Anglican Movement to
advocate a Church Calendar of services for special days influenced
the hymn v/riters to stress the appropriateness of specific verse
for specific occasions , and to v/rite in the temper and tone of
childhood.
The Sunday School Movement created an intellectual awaken-
ing as to the needs of the child and methods of presenting a con-
structive program. The evaluation of teaching material for youth
led to the study of child psychology and pedagogy.
Religious education for youth in the early Christian schools
consisted of catechetical instruction as an aid to prospective
church mannership, in which
The Sunday School
Movement theology, Biblical content and
Credal expressions were taught, Gregory founded Bible schools
throughout Armenia in the fourth century. In the seventh century,
Constantinople gave free instruction to youth. The Reformation
schools of Luther and Calvin emphasized Christ and the Bible,
vrhile Catholic schools stressed the doctrinal elements of the
church. In England, during the seventeenth centuj»y, the religious
instruction was given to children on Sundays and holidays. In the
eighteenth century Robert Raikes "Botanized in Human Hature," as
he called it. By his observation of the negative conditions of
the poor and ragged children of G-loucester, he arrived at the
conclusion that "Ignorance causes idleness, and idleness is the
parent of vice," His theory that vice is preventable inspired
0f
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him to devote time to instruction for children. Mth the aid
of Rev. Thomas Stock, Master of the Cathedral School, he invited
children to Sooty Alley where on Simdays he gave them instruction.
This modest effort in the home of Mrs. Critchley in South Grate
Street, near G-rey Friars, the south porch of St. Mary de Crypt
Church, v/as the nucleus of the great modem Sunday School Movement.
The eighteenth century produced no juvenile literature appro-
priate for religious teaching, prior to this movement. A religious
revival and intellectual av;akening was created. Demand for nev;
literatui'e was the logicaJ. resnJLt of alert study of the needs of
the child. In the early nineteenth century, primers on the
instruction for conducting Sunday School were edited. Youth
magazines and "books on prayers for children v/ere soon follov^ed hy
hymns written specifically for the infant minds. One of the well
known hymns to come directly from the Whitsuntide Sunday School
festivals of Lancashire and Yorkshire is Baring-Gould^ s "Onward,
Christian Soldiers,"
Lyrical Poets of Children's Hymns : In the realm of
children's hymnody, all the joy and imagination of early innocence
v/as disregarded liy the pious vrr iters v;ho inflicted heavy theology,
dreary smug morality, and terrifying v/amings of hell fire upon
the child.
The actual experiences of life and conception of G-od were
highly colored by harsh threats and astounding promises. It is
difficult to imagine what the child thought of the "silver wings"
and "golden crowns" he was to wear in the unreal and certainly
puzzling "world "beyond the sky,"
In the "beginning of the nine-
Ann and Jane Taylor
teenth century two writers, Ann and
Jane Taylor, revealed keen sympathy and understanding of child
<
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life, through their contri'bution to literature in the form of a
"book of hymns. Their poems v;ere considered flawless as children's
lyrics. In the first "Hyirjis for Infant Minds", reference is made
to the poor children around them whose suffering was so obvious:
"If I were so destitute, friendless and poor,
How could I such hardships endure?
Then let me he thanlcful and humhly adore
ily God, who has graciously given me more."
Verses "based on the Lord's Prayer are in simple, direct and sv/iftly
moving v/ords which easily move the child to devout worship.
"Lord, I would o\m thy tender care,
And all thy love to me;
The food I eat, the clothes I wear,
Are all "bestowed by thee.
Such goodness. Lord, and constcjit care,
A child gqh ne'er repay,
But may it "be my daily prayer
To love thee and o"bey."
The spirit of worship and praise is very evident in these charming
verses v;hich reflect 8Ji appreciation for a child's mentality.
A collection of hymns "For Infant Schools and Nurseries",
published in 1838 by Mrs. Mayo, social worker in London Infant's
School, contains poems of Watts, Cowper, Wesley, and the Taylors,
v/hich inspire the child to look beyond himself to the loving
heavenly Father in the spirit of gratitude for all blessings.
Contemporary vn?iters of this era produced many hymns. Among
them the follov/ing gems have been preserved for modern use:
"Hosanna, loud hosanna" by Jeajiette
Contemporary Hymnists
Threefall, "Jesus, tender Shepherd,
hear me," Mary Duncan, "Little Drops of Water" by Julia Carneys,
"I think v;hen I read that sv/eet story of old," by Jemima Luke,
"Children of Jerusalem", by John Henley.
"Hymns for little Children" by Mrs.
Mrs . Alexander
Alexander, published 1848, v/as esti-
mated by critics as an unusual literary work for youth. Her theory.
4
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that soimd church principles should "be taught to the children, is
revealed in her poetic verses for Holy Seasons and special days in
the church calendaj". The Daily Creed, Lord's Prayer, Trinity, and
Order of V/orship are each interpreted through appropriate hymn
adapted to the capacities of the child. The follov/ing exq.uisite
verse for evening is portrayed in simple sind direct vocahulary:
"Savior, ere in sv/eet repose
I my weary eyelids close,
V^hile my mother , through the gloom,
Singeth from the outer room;
V/hile across the curtain v;hite,
V/ith a dim uncertain light.
On the floor the faint stars shine,
Let my latest thoughts be thine,"
A f ev7 hymns for childjren were the product of the charity schools
of London and the Foundling and Lock Hospitals, Two of literary
merit have been preserved for us: "Lead us. Heavenly Father" and
"Praise the Lord, ye heavens adore Him." Most of the lyrical verses
of the nineteenth century v/ritten for the youthful mind convey the
spirit of worship and praise of the Heavenly Father, by way of
reference to the earth, flov/ers, sky and heavens.
(d) American Events .
Hymnody in American colonial days depended upon the mother
country for its religious verse. In 1640 the Hev/ England Psalter
was prepared, and in the eighteenth century Watt's hymns v/ere used.
As there was no state authority, every denomination was free to
develop its ovm hymns according to individual taste. After the
Mexican andCivil Wars, hymns v/ere freely v/ritten on all subjects con-
cerning human relationships and national events.
The National Hjrmn of America v/as written by Samuel Francis
Smith while a student at Andover. It
The National Hymn
is easily sung, simple in construction
and endearing in mood. It transcends any party politics or religious
r
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sect, and it eYinces profoimd trust in G-od. At a children's
celebration held in Park Street Church, Boston,July 4th, 1852, it
v;as feat"ured as a national anthem. One stanza reveals its style:
"My comitry, 'tis of thee,
Sweet land of liberty,
Of thee I sing;
Land where my fathers died,
Land of the pilgrim's pride,
From every mountain side
Let freedom ring."
American activities were feverish and chaotic in the "Roar-
ing Forties" during which the l^exican Y/ar, the Indian V/ars and
massacres, and the California gold
The Mexican Max
rush occurred. The anti-slavery
struggle, threatening to divide the United States, called forth many-
challenging hymns, among them Vfhittier's:
"0 Brother Man, fold to thy heart thy brother;
V/here pity dwells, the peace of God is there;
To worship rightly is to love each other.
Each smile a hymn, each kindly deed a prayer."
Although a Quaker by birth, Whittier became an ardent abolitionist
in the cause of slavery. His position as editor of "The National Era",
the nev/s issued by the American and Foreign Anti-Slavery Society,
enabled him to express his views onsocial conditions, and on the value
of personality, by way of the press. This vigorous hymn is a chal-
lenge to democracy and freedom for all of humanity.
Arthur Cleveland Cox wrote:
"We are living, v;e are dwelling.
In a grand and aweful time,
In an age on ages telling;
To be living is sublime.
Harkl the waking up ofnations
,
G-og and magog to the fray;
Harkl v;hat soundeth is creation
Groaning for the latter day,"
The struggle over expansion of territory and the slavery issue
came to a dramatic climax during the Civil Y/ar. These chaotic days
inspired Henry Y/. Longfellow to vnrite the following:
mc
"Dovm the dark future, thro-u^h long
generations
,
The soimds of war grow fainter and then
The Civil War cease;
And like a "bell with solemn, sweet
vibrations
,
I hear once more the voice of Christ say
"Peace."
Peace, and no longer from its "brazen portals
The "blast of v/ar's great organ shakes the skies;
But, "beautifu.1 as songs of the immortals.
The holy melodies of love arise."
The "Battle Hymn of the Repu"blic" is a narrative hymn picturing the
army in camp along the Potomac, and the evening "bivouac fires. This
pictorial poem "by J-uJ.ia V/ard Howe is prophetic of peace:
"Mine eyes have seen the glory of the coming of the Lord;
He is trampling out the vintage vrhere the grapes of
v/rath are stored;
He hath loosed the fatefal lightning of his terri"ble
swift svford;
His truth is marching on.
I have seen him in the watch-fires of a himdred circling
camps;
They have "builded him an altar in the evening dews and
damps
;
I can read his righteous sentence "by the dim and flaring
lamps;
His day is march iiag on."
Although militan.t in tone and ma.rtial in imagery, this hymn of faith
in humanity is spiritual in essence, and is worshipful in mood.
An event of national interest v/as the T/orld^s Fair held
in Chicago in the last part of the nineteenth cent^ury. Katharine
Lee Bates, poet from llew England, wrote
The Y/orld's Fair
a ringing, vigorous challenge to America
after her visit to the Fair. Civil and political chaos was rampant.
Railway strikes and industrial upheavals contrasted strangely with
the "beautiful fields of v/estern grain and the gleaming architecture
at Jackson Park. She realized that the soul of America needed self-
control. Y/ith poetic grace she sings a message to America:
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"0 iDeautiftLl for spacious skies,
For amber waves of grain,
For purple moimtain majesties
Above the fruited plain'.
Amer i0 a , Amer i ca
,
Grod shed his grace on thee,
And crown thy good with brotherhood
From sea to shinging sea."
Upon careful analysis, one finds in the historical hymn the
trend toward the objective, v/orshipful mood. It is a narrative,
pictorial record of events which have deeply impressed the poets as
worthy of song. Some of the hymns are subjective, but the majority
are objective in tho-ught and content. A modem hymnist says of
this type of hymn: "It is a happy circumstance that the songs soar
above the noise of conflict, axid carry us v;ith them into the
empyrean, v;here the sunshine of God's love shines on all alike and
discord yields to concord."''"
Gillman: The Evolution of the English Eymn
, p,71.
i
B. THE LITUR&ICAJi HYIJH ;
A SURVEY OF mUTS V/HICH COITNOTE LITUHaiCAI. FORH
E^yMGELICAL SKPERIMTCE AIO) DEI^TQMnUTIONAX YARIATIOH
"We praise thee, 0 God:
We acknowledge thee to "be the Lord.
All the earth doth v/ or ship thee,
The Father eTerlasting."
- Anonymo-as , Fourth Century.

!• The Liturgical Hymn.
The development of the hymn "book as a companion to the Prayer
Brook was the contrihution of the Oxford movement to general modern
worship. A contemporary v.Titer, John
John Kehle ^ s
"Christian Year" Keble, considered the greatest of the
English religious poets, published, 1846, his "Christian Year", a
volume of lyrics appropriate for the church use. This prelude to
the Oxford movement contained the famous evening hymn, "Sun of My
Soul" in v^hich the poetry descrihes the Christian grace of faith,
hope and charity.
Society folk as well as University students Taought the "book.
Its progressive and systematic arrangement of lyrical hymns was
uniciue, and its poetic feeling in the clear flowing lines of har-
monious expression made it a superh forerunner of later hymns hy the
Oxford hymnists.
2. Ecclesiastical Hymns of the nineteenth
Century .
(a) The Oxford Movement: The church at large in England
developed her music from ancient "basic forms discovered by a school
of hymnists that grew up within the church. The Greek and Latin
hymns of the Eastern church, translated "by Dp. Neale, furnished the
model for the development of original hymnody of vigor and perfec-
tion.
Duffield, in his "Latin Hymn V/^iters and Their Hymns,"
evaluates the effort of the English Hymnists thus: "The Oxford Move-
ment, or Tractarian Controversy, was the first to turn attention to
hymns of the Middle Ages, or what is regarded as such. Its leaders
were better poets than hymnological scholars, for they welcomed any-
-51-
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thing in the shape of Latin hymns as primitive, no matter what.""*"
Regardless of the fact that -unauthentic Latin hymns may have
"been chosen as models for ITew English hymnody, the aim of this High
Church movement was to make the church service less Protestant, less
^
extemporaneous in its expression of worship. Closer alliance with
the principles of the Early Church ceremony, in the observance of
feats, fasts, festivals, Saints days, and weekly connnunion, was the
goal of the hymnists. The desire for suita^ble hymns for all occa-
sions, seasons and offices of the English church inspired these lead-
ers to make their own new songs. Construction of the hymn in poetic
form was influenced "by the lyrical poems of John Ketle, professor of
poetry in Oxford University.
The movement to restore primitive church hymnody v/as fotmded
"by Kehle, in his Assize sermon, July, 1833. As a result of it, dis-
cussions were engaged in "by many men of note, who argued on various
points of the su'bject. Ke"ble pointed out that the Prayer Book was a
compromise "between Catholic and Reformed type. Palmer, in his
"Antiq.uities of English Ritual" shov/s the Catholicity of the "book,
Hevnnan explained that the Breviary was a tremor e of devotion of
which the Roman church had defrauded the church at large "by retain-
ing the Latin form. In his "Trects of the Times" he translated 123
pages and added 10 office hymns that he considered appropriate.
John Mason Keale, who "believed the"Catholic" system of religion
revealed the ^JLltimate truth, deserted the Evangelical party for the
High Church group. His field of hymnic
Translators
of Eastern Hymns work was in the exploration of the
sources of the Greek and Latin hymns, the translation of them, and
the recording of their history. From his many tralsations he pre-
sents to us the dramatic, antiphonal hymn:
iDuffield: LatilT Hymn V/riters and Their Hymns
, p.412.
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"Art thou v/eary, art thou lan^id?
Art thou sore distressed?
^Come to lie', saith One, 'and coming
Be at rest.'"
This dialogue between the pilgrim and the evangelist who points to
Christ as the Way, has found universal appeal, even though the poet
held extreme and uncompromising views concerning theology. Of Dr.
Keale , Benson says, "He invested our congregational praise v/ith some-
thing like an atmosphere of romance--the light of other days and
glimpses of far off things; he av;a3cened the church to a sense of her
unending song."^
Contempoary translators of early hymnody for the Oxford Movement
include J. Chandler, whose collection, "Hymns of the Primitive Church"
was edited shortly after the Tractarian Controversy. Isaac Y/illiams
published "Hymns from the Paris Breviary," and Richard Kant edited
"Ancient Hymns from the Roman Breviary for Domestic Use."
Every religious movement shows an impulse to create its ov/n
songs. The Reformation Movement resulted in hymns for the entire
laity of Germany, and psalms for the people of France. Revial hymns
came out of the Methodist revival, and personal experience hymns from
the Evangelical Movement. From the poetical urge of the Oxford Move-
ment came dignified, appropriate, churchly hymns for liturgical use.
Among the poets of the Oxford Movement v/ho strove for formalism
in the liturgical service of the church was John Henry Newman, minis-
ter of St. Mary's, loiown for his
Poets of
Original Hymns serene and humble prayer hymn, "Lead
Kindly Light," a song of rare beauty, lyric chatrm and perfect poetry:
"Lead, kindly Light, amid the encircling gloom.
Leadthou me on;
The night is dark and I am far from home.
Lead thou me on;
Keep thou my feet; I do not ask to see
The distant scene; one step enough for me.
iBenson: Study of Familiar Hymns
,
p. 242.
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Progression of mood and thought in this -universal hymn emphasize
histrust in the interested, kind Creator v;ho gudes us "beyond compre-
hension to a final dav/n. It is sung "by people of all beliefs and
faiths.
Moffat says of him, "He leaves the memory of a religious poet
of slender hut high achievement, a master of the purest and most
melodious English prose, a spiritual force of almost the first magni-
tude, albeit misdirected and largely wasted, a great Englishman, and
a great ^nt.""^
Reginald Heber reflects the lyrical mood of the time in his
liturgic hymns adapted to the church calendar. He gave to the Church
of England not a psalm book nor a hymn book, but a hymnal to accompany
the Book of Common Prayer, v/hich contained lyrics of instruction,
inspiration and high literary excellence. Henry Hart Milman, Dean
of St. Paulas, v/rote tv/elve hymns for Heber 's book, including the
dignified, v/orshipful verse:
"Ride on, ride on in majesty."
News of Heber 's original hymn collection spread not only to England
but to America. Muhlenburg in his "Church Poetry," 1823, s^s, "The
harps of Southey, moore and Scott are not tuned to the songs of
Zion." The Bishop of London was sympathetic, but advised that the
time v/as not ripe for an authorized hymnal of the nev; type. Although
all the Episcopates were informed concerning the new song material
of Heber, none adopted it, up to the time of his depart"are to India.
Bishop Heber took his manuscript with him; one year after his death
it was publishedin London by John Murray, under the name, "Hymns for
•Yeekly Church Services of the Year." This hymnal contained fifty-
seven numbers, many of which are in use today.
A new standard was set for hymns; the donatio hymn was a thing
•'"Smith, Lyric Religion
, p. 219.
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of the past. Services for each festival of the year, in flov/ing
rhythm and poetic grace, expressed pure, restrained devotion.
The High Church Party included John Ellerton, v/hose aim v;as to
make worship stately and dignified. He insisted upon beauty of com-
position which v/ould enhance and emphasize the mystical element of
v/orship. The most churchly of his poems drav/s reverent attention to
the Christ as our guide and inspiration:
"Saviour, again to thy dear name v/e raise
With one accord our parting hymn of praise;
We stand to hless thee, ere our vmrship cease;
Then, lov/ly kneeling, v/ait thy word of peace."
In it is emhodied the spirit of congregational worship and praise.
Emphasis on v/hat the Church really is in doctrine, is
revealed in the magnificent liturgical hymn of Samuel John Stone,
curate of the Windsor Mission.
"The church's one foundation
Is Jesus Christ her Lord;
She is his new creation
By water and the word;
From heaven he came and sought her
To be his holy bride;
V/ith his own blood he bought her
ind for her life he died."
The fact that Stone v/as a High Church man has not limited the use of
this universal hymn. Opponents, denominations and sects of various
opinions, recognize the v/orshipful element of this lyric poem,
"The Oxford movement exerted a profound influence upon Christian
thought in Englajnd. Its hyimodic effects, direct and indirect, were
many and pervasive. It restored a finer sense of the church as an
institution; it tended to exalt the mystical side of experience; it
provoked the study of hymnody in other ages and in other languages;
1
it q.uielcened the v/hole sense of the values of religious art."
Objective hymnody thrived in the ceremonies of the church, in the
^Pratt; Musical Ministries in the Church. p.l79 .
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symbolic feasts and in her militant services.
Cb) The Evangelical Movement: The first English chiirch music
iDro-aght Augastine to Canterbury V7as soon chosen "by the monasteries
and city churches in preference to the rude Briton music used "by the
villagers. EcclesiasticeJ. song development, however, v/as influsned
"by the popular "ballad tunes. V/illiam of Malmesbury tells of the
adoption of minstrel tunes for church music "by Thomas, the first Nor-
man Archbishop of Canterbury. In the sixteenth century the Stemhold
and Hopkins "Book of Psalmes" v/as adapted to secular tunes. Later
came the freedom of spirit in the Watts Psalms, liberally para-
phrased, emphasizing the Psalms in the light of Christ ^s teachings.
The V/esley hymns of personal, humanizing quality followed. These
spirited hymns found disfavor in the minds of the liturgical Angli-
cans, who preferred stateliness, appropriateness and dignity in the
service.
The non-conformists broke from this formal liturgical hymnody
into a revival within the bounds of the church. Their main emphasis
was on the "revival" element in preaching. Enthusiasts soon demand-
ed that experiential religion be supported by hymns of evangelical
tone, instead of the dignified liturgical hymns.
A sharp contrast exists betv/een the churchly hymns v/hich lead
the hearts and minds of the v:orshiper up to G-od in adoration and
prayer, as in
"Holy, Holy, Holy, Lord God of Sabbaoth,
Heaven and earth are full of thy majesty
The Q-ospel Hymn and thy glory,"
and that of the evangelical song which
directs the mind to "sin and rescue", as found in,
"Rescue the perishing.
Care for the dying."
The ecclesiastical hymn moves in a vertical line, pointing
the v:orship up to the majesty of God in deep devotion, v/hile the

gospel song moves in a horizontal 1 ine , in exortation of fellow-
men in sin. The evangelical hymn was experiential, the life of the
poet or any man in -unrestrained expression. Literary form was not
paramount. The lyric q.iiality was childlike in simplicity , and the
content clothed inlanguage of the masses. Cowper was the only poet
of note who eontrituted to this type of religious hymnody.
The group of clergy v/ho held the Calvinistic doctrine in the
eighteenth century revival influenced the nineteenth century leaders
to place the gospel first and the church second. In contrast v/ith
the Anglican church, they v/ere known as the Low Church party.
The Evangelical church party produced many hjinnists, among
whom vj&s John Nev/ton, whose nethod of extemporaneous prayers and
"be dubted "Methodist". Newton wrote one hymn every v/eek for the
mid-service; of these hymns he says, "There is a style and manner
suited to the composition of hymns v;hich may "be more successfully
or at least more easily attained "by a versifier than hy a poet.'^
He v;as not a poet, "but he v/rote simple, imaginative, emotional
verse "based upon the Scriptural content. Ke made the motivation
of the hymn urgent and the movement pov/erful, as fo-ujid in "How
Sweet the Name of Jesus Sounds." It v;as an example of evangelical
theology put into rhyme for singing.
Rhyme for religious enthusiasm was produced "by Moody and Saiikey,
whose 1870 movement to share the gospel with the less cultivated
people resulted in emotional hymns such as "Let the Lov;er Lights "be
Burning," "Love Lifted Me," and "Almost Persuaded." For the multi-
^Benson: Studies of Familiar Hymns
, p.133.
exhortation in his pai'ish prayer
meetings vms sufficiently detached
from the formal liturgy so as to
%9
tude who v/ere denied voice in the public v/orship of the Church
of England, there v/as no provision -until the "Gospel Hymns" gave
opportunity for the expression of deep emotion.
The "best of the gospel hymn tune vn^iters, George C, Stehbins,
vfas the organizer of the choir for the Lloody-SanJcey campaign in
Chicago in 1876. Stehbins edited "Gospel Hymns" and "ITorthfield
Hymnal."
Joseph Scriven, the melancholy hymnist, poured out fervent
emotion in v;ords which clothe this hsnnn. The naivete and simplicity
of the composition reveals the poet^s hopeful stoical devotion in a
world of mental chaos:
"V/hat a friend we have in Jesus,
All our sins and griefs to "bear;
V/hat a privilege to carry
Everything to God in prayer I
0 v;hat peace v/e often forfeit,
0 what needless pain v/e tear.
All "because we do not carry
Everything to God in prayer*"
These light emotional hymns, easily memorized ajad simple to
sing, met the favor of the groups in Sunday Schools, shops, mines,
stores, and the quarries. Men whistled them on the way to v;ork.
Hankey's "Tell Me the Old, Old Story" sang itself into the hearts of
the multitude. Children easily learned melodious songs such as
"Showers of Blessings" and "The Hajneof Jesus". The vogue for sing-
ing urged women hymnists to contribute emotional hymns, such as "Just
as I Am" "by Charlotte Elliot, "Rescue the Perishing" "by Fanny Crosby,
and "Take My Life and Let it Be" by Frances Havergal. Annie S.
Hav/ks' hymn on the omnipresence of God has universal appeal to city
slum dwellers or to country peasants. It was sung first at the
National Baptist Sunday School Convention, Cincinnati
,
Ohio, where the
spontaneous simplicity of the tune led its naive poetical message to
great favor. It lifts the heart and mind of the worshiper to the
glory of the Master in reverent worship:
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"I need thee every hour,
Most gracious ^ord;
No tender voice like thine
Can peace afford.
I need thee, 0 I need thee,
Every hour I need thee;
0 bless me now, my Saviour,
1 come to thee,"
In all these hymns v/e find personal experience rather than
theories of ecclesiastical worship. They follow closely the
unrestrained, emotional gospel hymns of Wesle^r, Virhich reflected
spiritual reaction but not musical form. The Methodist movement
realized the potentialities of the nev/ hymn as an auxiliary to wor-
ship, for the usage of "enthusiasm" found favor among the devoted
non-conformists
•
Benson says, "A disregard of the claims of aesthetic feeling
has alv/ays been a weaker side of the Evangelistic movement. "1
Although most of these Egangelical hymns are experiential and
purely subjective, yet there is a subtle element of worship in their
content. The songs are introspective, and therefore expressive of
religious feeling, but there is a "thought" about G-od and Jesus v7ho
come to aid and rescue. This element of objectivity is extremely
frail, but it exists nevertheless.
(c) Denominational Trends: A vigorous manifestation of con-
flicting theologies has always existed. Religious thinking had been
jarred by the publication of scientific findings concerning the
creation of man and his relation to the ujiiverse and to G-od, that
sharply refuted Biblical accounts. Hymns by the Conservatives and
the Progresives, influenced by the belief of the poets, appeared in
large numbers. This terrific agitation among religious forces
eventually subsided. The Fundamentalists sang hymns of the Liberals,
and the Protestants sang hymns of the Catholics, as they do today.
This proves the universality of the essence of religious poetry,
regardless of the theology of the author.
iBfcfnsun: Thu EJigllsh Hymn, p. 73.

The new conception of the v;orship of G-od appealed to the Unitar-
ians, who favored science and eagerly accepted the nev/ theology v/hich
a^eed with scientific findings. They furnished devotional hymns of
cultural and literary measurements, which expressed the liberal faith*
The hymnic content was non-ecclesiastical, for motivation was ma.y
from, and not toward, liturgy. The immanence of God, and man^s
relation to Him, provided a "beautifuL conception of a friendly uni-
verse, v/hich is reflected in the hymns of the Unitarians.
Poets, who wote lyrical verse used "by hymnists today, include
Oliver Y/endell Holmes. His hymns are of high literary and poetical
order, as found in the gem:
"Though long the v/eary way v/e tread,
And sorry crown each lingering year,
No path we shnn, no darkness dread.
Out hearts still whispering, Thou art near."
John Chadv/iclc, minister of a Unitarian Church, Brooklyn, IT.Y.,
gives us this lyrical hymn of utter loveliness concerning the cosmos
and its creator:
"Eternal ruler of the ceasless round
Of circling planets singing on their v/ay;
Guide of the nation from night profound.
Into the glory of the perfect day;
Rule in our hearts, that we may ever be
Guided and strengthened and upheld by thee."
A hymn of rare beauty written by John Pierpont, Unitarian
minister of Troy, N.Y., refers to the love of God for man by pro-
viding an earth of such marvelous wonder:
"For the beauty of the earth.
For the glory of the skies,
For the love which from our birth
Over and around us lies;
Lord of all, to thee v;e raise
This, our hymn of grateful praise."
uS
Horati-Qi Bonar of the Scottish Free Church wrote plaintive,
sad hymns on the passing of life, v/hich were subjective and extremely
personal, but v^hich held a ray of hope for heavenly existence. This
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thematic tendency is found in:
"Toil on, and in thy toil rejoice;
For toil comes rest, for exile, home;
Soon Shalt thou heart the Bridegroom's voice,
The midnight peal, "Behold I come.'"
One of the phenomena of nineteenth ctotury hymnody is the supberl)
lyrical poetry v/ritten "by a non-singing Quaker, John Greenleaf V/hittier.
His poems v/ere vrritten v;ith no thought of hymnic use, yet today modem
hymn "books contain many of this great poet's verses on the eternal
goodness of G-od andman's knov;ledge about Him.
This superh hymn breathes of the majesty and povfer of the G-od
above the visible world and the poet's utter faith in the relation
betv;een the Creator andman:
"I Icnow not v^ere his islands lift
Their fronded palms in air;
I only loaov; I cannot drift
Beyond his love and care."
Scores of hjrmnists of eminence wrote verse which reflected the
theological beliefs of specific denominations. Montgomery the Mora-
vian; Kelley and Conder, Independents; Bonar,the Presbyterian; Taber
and Caswell, Catholics; all have given to the future heritage hymns
v/hich embody variations of doctrine. Some of them are subjective,
but the majority are objective and worshipful in mood and content.
C
C. THE LITERARY HYLDT :
THE PREEtJINMCE OF IIIITBTESLITH CEITTURY KYimODY AS TRUE POETRY
"Into the woods my Master v/ent,
Clean forspent, forspent;
Into the v/oods my Kaster came,
Forspent with love and shame.
But the olives they were not "blind to him,
The little gray leaves were kind to him,
The thorn-tree had a mind to him,
V/hen into the v;oods he came.
Out of the woods my Ilaster went,
And he was v/ell content;
Out of the woods my Ilaster came.
Content vrith love and shame.
Vvhen death and shame v^ould v/oo him last,
From under the trees they drev; him last,
'T\7as on a tree they slew him last;
When out of the v;oods he came."
- Sidney Lanier, 1880.
«c
C. THE LITERARY EYhm
Hymnody constituted a part of the literat-ure of all peoples.
From the earliest times, all poetry was lyrical in form. The "Humnos"
Greek Priestly Chants, were prose oracles chanted in verse, "but the
Bacchic Ilysteries comtined meter with the music . Early HelDraic poems
were essentially hymnic in manner, spirit and model, except that they
lacked rhyme and meter. Medieval literature flov/ered in vivid rhyme
and meter as evidenced in "Dies Irae", oneof the greatest songs in
the world,
"Dies irae, dies ilia,
Solvet saeclum in favilla.
Teste David cum Sihylla
Tul)a mirum spargens sonum
Per sepulchra-Jcegionum,
Coget omnes ante thronum."
1. Hymnody and Literature Through the Ages .
In the estimation of some critics, the hymn is not poetry if its
measurements are taken from the Early English production of lyrical
verse. Johnson and Addison considered the G-reek, Latin, and German
hymnody excellent poetry, Addison contended that the Psalms were the
greatest lyrical poetry, yet he wrote two original poems of praise
that have had great favor in the hymnic verse of modem times. "The
Spacious Firmament on High" shov/s the possibility of clothing con-
templative piety in poetic dress, and "When all Thy Mercies, 0 lly
God" is a fine example of thanksgiving at its "best in verse form,
Johnson on the other hand "believed that the hymns of praise
already laiovm could "be augmented "by original ones emphasizing the
suhject of nature. Arnold thought Indo-European religious sentiment
in poetry results in language that is not vivid. His estimation may
not "be valid, for the Latin hymns of Bernard of Cluny, St. Francis
-63-
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and AtelardL, vrere surely not vn?itten in a dead lan^a^e.
Reeves enlightens vis on the qualities of themodern hymn "by
his reference to English poetry thus: "English speaking people do
produce, read widely, andlove profoundly a form of expression called
the hymn. If it sings into the consciousness of most people, it is
lyrical; if it expresses grave and notle sentiment in a style of
marked ehasteness an.d decorum, 'it is gratifying to the people gener-
ally at their most earnest and most elevating moments, there is little
gain to say that it is not literature.""*"
Each age of hymn writing produced enthusiastic poets, v/ho in
their effort to express their solemn theology or moral doctrine,
estimated the clarity and simplicity
Weak and Ridiculous
Hymnic Verse of former hymns as an easy task,
and therelDy pulDlished verse that was
weak in content and non-gracious in form. An example of early Latin
hymnody of this q.uality is found in one of ITeale's translations:
"Be thou, Lord, the rider.
And we the little ass;
That to G-od's holy city
Together we may pass."
An old English hymn that treats the crucifixion in doggerel verse
rims thus:
"Matthev^, Mark, Luke and John, I "beg.
The devil has tied up a knot in my leg;
Crosses three we malce to ease us,
T770 for the rolDbes and one for Christ Jesus,"
A hymn on the unity of the church reveals this startling verse:
"I am no "bigamist,
I have no concuhines.
It's only one church I admit,
One child, I have no tv/ins,"
In an old American hymn "book this ridiculous threat is found:
beeves: The Hymn as Literature
, p. 68,
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"Come v;ith us:
But if you v:ill refuse us,
We "bid you all farev/ell;
Yve're on the road to Canaan,
You on the road to hell,"
The theological ferror with which V/atts v/rote for children displays
poetry that is severe and terrifying in its admonition:
"*Tis dangerous to provoke a God;
His power and vengeance none can tell;
One strike of his almighty rod,
Shall send young sinners a^ick to hell."
Much hilarity has "been joyed over the austere and ridiculous
verse of V/atts, "but his entire contribution to the development of
hjrmnody should not he measured hy these v/eak examples of nondescript
doggerel. His independence concerning religious verse paved the way
for the politica, social, and religious advance of his age. His
rugged pioneering in the era of conformity prepared the way for the
reception of poems from the pens of Cowper, Burns, vVordsvjorth; and his
vigorous energy preceeded the Romantic era v/hich produced expert
poets v/ho humanized doctrine, set it in the light of imagination and
clothed it in feeling.
Brovming makes Andrea del Sarto say of art (equally applic-
able to poetry) "A man's reach must exceed his grasp, or v^hat's a
heaven for?" Just so the perfect hymn should express what we have
attained, plus our aim. St.Au^stine "based his definition of a hymn
upon the quality which Amhrose of
Characteristics
of Good Hymnody Milan, his contemporary, gave in the
hymns he Yrrote for the Christians of
the fourth century. From Augustine's v/ritings we find, "A hymn is a
song of praise of G-od. If thou praiseth G-od, and singest not, thou
utterest no hymn; if thou singest and praisest not G-od, thou utterest
no hymn. A hymn then containeth three things, song, praise, and G-od.""^
^Duncan, Campbell, B.P.: Hymns and Hymnmakers
,
Introd. p.xv.
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In order that a hymn "be aised for congregational praise
it must "be packed v;ith thou^t super'bly phrased, and with movement
that carries the reader in swift sequences to an end of praise to
the Creator. A hymn may be didactic, homiletic or polemic, hut it
should he the fullest embodiment of the essential Christian doctrine,
and it should intensify the glory, goodness and majesty of G-od*
Poetically speaking, a good hymn "must be a lyrical poem,
simple of form, easy and smooth of movement, its ideas direct and
unified, and immediately apparent; its manner must have the decorum
and gravity befitting public worship."-^
A perfect hymn is rarely written; moreover, a very small
proportion of the verse of any given v/riter finds its way into
accepted hymnody. Even the genius finds hymn-v/riting an acid test
of his poetic ability. Cowper published only 50 lines of hymnic
verse with all his great religious fervor, exquisite taste and
technical skill.
The nineteenth century hymnody is unique in that much of it
is lyrical verse not intended for the hymnal, but chosen for hymn
singing due to its poetic quality, artistic nature, proper harmony
and intensity of emotion.
2. Lyric Poetry of the iTineteenth Century ,
(a) The Romantic Hovement: Lyric religion reached a marvelous
state of poetic perfection in the Old Testament Psalms. Translated
into modem languages, these poems of the Hebrev^s have radiated
their beauty into V/estern literature. Criticism of literature was
given little attention until the revival of learning during the
Renaissance of the sixteenth century. The spirit of the Humanists
had influenced the papal organization of the chijrch at Rome. There
iReeves: The Hymn as Literature
, p. 32.
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Leo X desired that the daily offices of the service te expressed
in the refined form and elegant spirited tone of the era. A noted
Latinist, Ferreri, was engaged to re-write the Breviary in pure
classical Latin. This was the initial effort to link hymnody v/ith
literatiire,
Calvin asserted his progressiveness "by employing a poet of court
renov/n to give his psalms a literary standard, llarot versified aad
placed them in song meters that were graceful and easy to sing.
In England, Stemhold used the English "ballad meter of the
amorous court songs of King Henry VIII for the Psalms.
During the era of V/atts, the literary standard of hymnody
retarded. The intention to furnish evangelical song v/as at the price
of the poetical q.uality of his verses, which were considered doggerel.
The metaphors were of vulgar capacities and the "beauties of poetry
were entirely neglected. Emotional power was the only justifica-
tion for his verses, for the literary quality was negligi"ble.
V/esley, reared in the atmosphere of poetry, wrote v/ith the
intention of elevating the minds of the common folk. His hymns
V7ere neither fee'ble nor "bom"bastic, "but simple and plain in construc-
tion and clothed in the finest English language. Strength and ele-
gance characterized the poetic hymns of Wesley.
The Romantic Movement, the reaction to the period of cold and
formal ecclesiastical liturgy of the past century, resulted in the
prolific output of religious poetry. This nev7 awakening manifested
itself in art, music and poetry.
Definition
Prior to this time music was con-
sidered merely as a no"ble profession. How the spirit of democracy
resulted in English choral societies which provided expression to
thousands of the laity. An appreciation for good music helped "break
the "barriers and prejudices of the aristocratics toward the peasants.
Artistic interests and sympathies were widened, and a feeling of
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brotherhood slowly grev/ among the people*
A copious output of original hTcms "by a variety of authors
was added to collections of hymns from chapels, individuals, and
parishes. Earnest attempts of the church ordinances to limit the
growth of hymnody were in vain. A nev; standard of poetic CLuality
was needed. Simplicity, beauty, clarity and strength of form in
hymnody were lacking. A glovang expression of true religion was
needed, regardless of denominational preference. Hymns of "broad
spirit, tolerant generosity and spiritual depth in which any
Christian of the high, low or "broad churches might find common
faith and aspiration were not extant. The q.uest for enjoyment in
earthly life, and the perception of truth, led poets to put their
thoughts into verse of rare "beauty. The impulse of man to find his
relationship to God and his fellowman furnished rich material for
the poets of the Romantic Movement.
Louis Benson says, "The poetry either "became religious or
religion "became poetical." The English hymn caught not only the
tov/ard the modification and transformation of former style and con-
tent.
Leaders in the Romantic llovement v/ere poets who wrote poems
adapta"ble for hymnic use. Outstanding lyrical verse of this era
includes the follov/ing:
enrichment of the poetical trend,
Contemporary Poets
"but it made a definite directed path
Vi' orasi
Scott
Moore
Byron
Coleridge
H d v/orth
"Religious Musiiigs"
"Ecclesiastic Sonnets"
"Hymn of Re"becca"
"Sacred Songs"
"He"brew Ilelodies"
Thomas Gis"born pu"blished "Poems Sacred and Horal"
Ann Taylor (1809") "Hymns for the Nursery"
J. Edmondson "The Search for Sacred Lyrics"
1 Benson, ^he English Hymn , p. 61.
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Montgomery (1822)
J .Bowring
B, Barton (1826)
J. Ke'ble
Montgomery (1827)
J. Curtis "
"Songs of Zion"
"Matins and Vespers"
"DeYotional Verse"
"The Christian Year"
"Christian Poets"
"Union Collection of Hymns
and Sacred Odes"
(b) Reginald He"ber, Hymnic Leader ;
Reginald HelDer, the leader of the Romantic Movement in the develop-
ment of hymnic style, took poems of his age as the source for his
nev; religious hymns. Lien from the contemporary school of romanti-
cism, such as Dryden, Addison, Pope, Cowper ,Y/atts
,
Y/esley ajid Ken,
furnished Bishop He'ber v;ith lyrical poetry adequate for the themes
he wished to use in congregational song. Themes "based on the gospel
and epistles v;ere appropriate for use in the church "betv^een the
Nicene Creed and the sermon on Sundays ejnd other holy days. For
other hymns he was inspired to vrrite from the musical thoughts of
Scott, Byron,Moore, and Ca^np'bell.
Bishop He'ber had a vision of the power andvalue of good con-
gregational singing. He carried the vision to materialization "by
who wrote fittingly for hymnody. In his "Hymns Written and Adapted
for Weekly Service of the Year", 1827, we find hymns that have the
uniq.ue record of all "being in use to this day. They emhrace ell the
services necessary for the specieJ. days of the chrxch year and breath
of the historical doctrine found in the G-ospels.
The style of these hymns is free, untreammeled by form and
content of the previous hymns in use. They were original in scope,
perfect in metrical form, sjid popular; this was largely due to the
fact that he had asked the poets Scott and Southey toassist him in
correlating themes of the sermon with
C ongregat i onal
Lyric Poems the worship by way of liturgy, taken
from poetic verse of the romanticists
(
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the formation of his collection of hymns. They v/ere siiflple in
fpm, in order that the majority of people v/ould -understand them.
Heher's hymns have several from Rev. H. H. Milman's pen, for
days of the year that Bishop Heher lacked v/hen his collection v/as
ready to be published. All of them v/ere v/ritten while he v;as vicar
of Hodmet, 1820.
The character of the hymns shov/s gentleness, candor , learning,
culture, and salient playfulness. They depict the courageous spirit
of the author, the chivalry, the usefulness, generosity and purity
of thought of Bishop Heber.
The aiiality of his hymns reveals the lyric spirit of Scott
and Byron, and the flowing color and grace of literary expression.
They are neither a.s imitative of Scripture as the early hymns, nor
are they as dogmatic as the best Latin hymns. Thej^ are romantic,
purely devotional, poetical, and truly reverent, revealing the wide
and varied experience of the author, and the sympathetic Christian
spirit of a devoted missionary to the cause of the church.
Reginald Heher v/as the charming possessor of all types of
gifts. His versatility is revealed "by the wide range of hymnic sub-
jects v/hich he used in his poems;
Nature: "Lo , the lilies of the field."
Forgiveness: "0 God, my sins are manifold."
Feeding the multitude: "0 King of earth and sea."
Lost sheep: "There was joy in heaven."
Christ the Conq.ueror: "To conq.uer and to save, the
Son of God."
Lent: "Virgin, vie bow before thee."
Good Samaritan: "Who now on desert heath?"
Y/hit Sunday: "Spirit of truth, on this thy day."
Miracle of raising the widow's son: "V/ake not a mother."
Ascension: "Sit thou, my son, on my right han.d."
1
Intro it: "0 most merciful,"
Burial: "Beneath our feet and our head."
Many of the v;ell-laio\vn hymns of Reginald Helaer are sung iDy many
faiths:
0 "Holy, Holy, Holy, Lord God Almighty" - His v/orship hymn.
"The Son of God GoesForth to War" - Church militarism.
"Brightest ajid Best of the Sons of the Morning" - Adoration
"From Greenland's Icy Mountains" - Missionary propaganda
"V^en thro^j^h the Torn Sail the Wild Tempest is Streaming -
Faith
"God that Madest Earth and Heaven" - A philosophical poem.
"Holy, Holy, Holy, lord God Almighty" has "been designated as the
world's greatest hymn, and "by no less an authority on true poetry
than the late poet laureate of Sngland,Alfred Lord Tennyson.""^ This
solemn adoration reveals the spirit of worship expressed in the
Psalm, "Lift up your heads, 0 ye gates." It is one of the hymns
most often sung "by the church today. "Its spirit is that of the
Hebrew prophets approaching the sovereign God, that of the medieval
worshiper of dread Diety whom none might approach, save through
mediation as of Virgin and Saints."^
Holy, Holy, Holy, Lord God Almighty
1
"Holy, Holy, Holy I Lord God Almighty'.
Early in the morning our sorig shall rise to thee;
Holy, Holy, Holy', merciful and mighty I
God in three persons, hlessed Trinity'.
2
Holy, Holy, Holy I all the saints adore thee,
Casting dovm their golden cro\ms around the glassy sea;
^ Cheruhim and seraphim falling do\m "before thee,
^ YHio wert, and art, and evermore shalt "be.
3
Holy, Holy, Holy I tho' the darlmess hide thee,
Though the eye of sinful man. thy glory may not see;
Only thou art holy; there is none "beside thee,
Perfect in pov/er, in love, and purity.
^Smith; Lyric Religion
,
p.144.
Reeves: The Hymn m History and Literature
, p. 222.
i
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Holy, Holy, Holy I Lord God Almighty I
All thy works shall praise thy name, in earth, and sky,
and sea;
Holy I Holy I Holy I merciful and mighty
I
G-od in three persons, blessed Trinity'."
(c) Types of Lyrical Verse :
The literary renaissance Vi'hich promoted the pure essence of
poetry into hymnic form, resulted in a prolific outhurst of song,
0 f the many subjects v;hich poets of the age treated, that of the
quest for truth was of prime importance. Scientific findings caused
a great stir in the minds of the
Philosophical people. A new conception of the
evolution of man's relation to G-od
and to the universe v;as v;ritten in the hymns. P^eligion made God a
personal companion of man instead of a formal frigid spectator.
This new conception of the Creator was put into verse "by poets who
revealed to the people the heart of the Infinite as they understood
it.
The personal v;orth of hiTmanity v/as considered; hymns v/ere
enriched with the joys, sorrov/s and aspirations of the heart; hymnic
content was closely allied v/ith life's experiences.
Contemporary poets heightened the feeling of emotion and gave
a sense of reality within the limits of the hymn form. They v/rote
simple and confident assertions concerning the mysteries that baffle
all the faculties of reason. 3y the power of imagination and faith,
plus inspiration, the Romantic poets went beyond rationalization, and
vrrote relatively satisfactory ansv/ers to cLuestions of the source,
nature and end of all thihgs. They asserted that the origin and
support of life is from an Etemai , interested G-od, \jho is infinitely
knowing, just and kind. An excellent example of this is John Sterl-
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ling's exq.iiisite verse:
"0 Source divine, rjid Life of all,
The fomit of "being's v/ondrous sea;
Thy depth would every heart appall,
That saw not ^ove supreme in thee."
Oliver V/endell Holmes, physician and professor at Harvai^d, has
given us this gem of lyric "beauty;
"Lord of all "being, throned afar.
Thy glory flames in sun and star;
Center and source of every sphere,
Yet to each loving heart how near."
Watts had sensed the awesome grandeur and creative power of
God, and v/ith sincere attempt to clothe his conclusions in poetic
dress, gives us this affirmation of his faith in these verses:
"Before the hills in order stood.
Or earth received her frame;
From everlasting thou art G-od,
To endless years the same.
Those mighty or'bs proclaim thy pov^er,
Their motions speak: thy skill;
And on the wings of every hour.
We read thy patience still."
Addison writes the magnificent hymn, "The Spacious Firmament
on High."
Caswell's oufburst of praise reminds us of the "Canticle of
the Sun" "by St -Francis, for he gives us this gem of spontaneous
heartfelt gratitude for the new day:
"When morning gilds the skies.
My heart av/aking cries,
May Jesus Christ "be praised'."
Man's relation to God, and the responsibility attending it,
was another vital theme used "by the nineteenth century hymn v^riters.
An estimation of the ethics of humanity
and the purpose of life were written in
Ethical
hymns such as Anna Waring' s "And I Will
Y/alk with Him", and Harriet Beecher Stowe's
"Still, Still with Thee." Baker's "The King of Love My Shepherd is"
i
and HewmaxL's "Lead, Kindly Light," reveal the possi^bility of an
intimate knowledge of the Creator. This is further indicated by
V/ells' gem:
"Holy Spirit, faithful gaide.
Ever near the pilgrim's side;
G-ently lead us "by the hand,
Pilgrims in a desert land."
Whittier's implicit trust and immovable faith ejre seen in the
hymn:
"Dear Lord and Father of mankind,
Forgive our feverish ways;
Reclothe us in our rightful mind;
In purer lives thy service find,
In deeper reverence, praise.
In simple trust like theirs who heard.
Beside the Syrian Sea,
The gracious calling of the Lord,
Let us, like them, without a word.
Rise up, and follow thee,"
G-od^s out of doors, and the poignant "beauty of nature v/ere
skillfully treated "by contemporary poets. The hymnists gave an
assurance to the people that the reality of G-od is verified "by the
testimony of the character and dis-
Aesthetical position of the visible universe,
John Keble's evening hymn portrays for
us the vivid sunet and his reluctance to see it fade to twilight:
"'Tis gone, that bright and orbed blaze;
Fast fading from our v/istful gaze.
Yon mantling cloud has hid from sight
The last faint pulse of quivering light,"
Cowper shov/s faith in aod as the undisputable Creator, in his poem
v;hich includes these lines:
"He plants his footsteps in the sea,
He rides upon the stoim,"
Grant uses poetic and dramatic force in his hymn containing this
verse, "And bright are his v/ings on the path of the storm", thereby
acknowledging the majesty, power and beauty of the handiwork of the
Creator,
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3. Evaluation of the Literary Hymn *
The poetic representation of the conception of man's relationship
to the Cosmos, and the lyrical pictorialization of nature in all its
various phases of glory, in hymns, provided the Christians of the
nineteenth century with new worship themes, clothed in the "beauty
of poetic form* By these lyrics, the Romantic poets presented a
philosophy to the people which enabled them to rejoice snd praise
G-od for all things. Thus the hymnody was objective in that it
directed the minds of the people to worship,
"English hymnody caught from the Romantic movement much more
than a reflection or even an achievement; it took an impulse and
direction that permanently modified it and v/ill in the judgment of
some, eventi-.ally transform it,""^
•
Eerisoni The j^glish Hymn
, p.68,
II
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CONCLUSICU
BIBLIOGRAPHY
CMTICLE OF THE SUIJ
HYimS OF BOSTON, IIASSACHUSETTS
EPOCHAl ETi-mS WITH HISTORIC BACKaROUHDS
4i
CQHCLUSIOIT
The steady development of hymnody thro-u^h the ages from
the Hetrew Psalmody to that of the modern congregational song
proves its value and miiq.ue pov;er to satisfy a deeply rooted
need. The desire to sing cannot "be repressed, as is shov.m hy
the enthusiasm for carolling during the period v/hen the
ritualism in the Church denied the congregation free expres-
sion. The distinct characteristic of congregational singing
is the unparalleled opport^jnity it gives the laymen for artistic
and satisfying activity. Spiritual forces can find no "better
outlet thsjn song in public worship.
The purpose of this thesis has "been to gain information
concerning, acquaintance v/ith, and appreciation of the historical-
liturgical and literary values of the nineteenth century hymnody,
and to survey the hymns to determine their relative subjective
and objective content. The aim has been to show the relation of
the hymns to their sources, and to limit the sources to a fev/
representatives ones which have produced lyrical verse of
historical, liturgical and literary value.
In nineteenth century hymns are found historical values
in narrative pictorialization of outstanding events of the era,
clothed in poetic grace. These vivid, intense compositions of
lyrical poetry find their place in modern hymnody by providing
opportunity for the laity to say "Amen" in approval to the theme
set forth by the writer.
Liturgical values are found in the hymnic material of
the nineteenth century by the ecclesiastical dignity and sense of
fitness for times, seasons and occasions of worship. Harmony of
thought and feeling stimulated by the aesthetic qtuality of formal
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ism, directs the consciousness to devotion and exalted praise.
Literary values are found in nineteenth century hymns of
color, force and variety, which stir the heert and give flight to
the imagination. Feelings of devotion expand to notle dimensions
by the amount of "beauty and power locked up into a small, compact,
concentrated form of hymnic content.
Poetry is a rare and precious privilege v/hen in hymnic
form it inspires adoration and thanksgiving in the minds of men,
v/hen it aids in ethical adventurous living, and when it assures
the spirit of the eternity and immortality of a grious God.
All through the ages the penduliim has sv/ung from subjec-
tive to objective hymnic content. During the early church, the
current of objective, worshipf-al hymn has directed the people to
devotion to God revealed throiagh Jesus. The monastic hymns were
personal and thus intensely subjective in mood, although some
hymns exalted symbolism, pictiires ,and thereby come into the realm
of the objective type. Pre -Reformation folk songs expressed the
naive, joyous religio'os life of the people. The Reformation hyranody
emphasized the Patristic element in the religious faith throiigh
the pictu-rizing of God and Christ and the attributes of deity and
the glorification of the church to ritual.
The nineteenth is preeminently a century of objective
hymnody, as sho?m in the analysis of historical, liturgical and
literary hymns. The borderlands of the subjective and objective
content merge; one finds promise of strictly narrative elements,
and later the subjective, mystical, personalistic expression domi-
nates the hymn.
V/hat will the future be? We note certain tendencies
v/hich drav/ away from the narrative, objective hymn to that type
which deifies personality in the mystical, subjective, introspective
mood of ecclesiastical song.
I*-
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C. CAJTTICLE OF THE SUE
(Translated by John Ruskin)
Lord 0 most high, almighty, good Lord G-od, to "bee "belong
God praise, glory, honor, and all hlessingl
Brother Praised "be my Lord God with all his creatures, and
Sim especially oitr "brother, the Sun, Y;ho "brings us the day
and who "brings us the light; fair is he and shines
with a very great splendor; he signifies thee to us,
0 Lord.
Sister Praised "be my Lord for our sister, the Moon, and for
Moon the Staj^s, which he has set clear and lovely in the
heavens.
Brother Praised "be my Lord for our brother, the Wind,aad for
Y/ind Air and Cloud, Calms and all weather, "by v/hich thou
Cloud upholdest life in all creatures.
Calms
Sister Praised "be my Lord for our sister, V/ater, who is very
Water servicea"ble unto us and hum"ble and preciou-s and clean.
Brother Praised "be my Lord for our "brother, Fire, through v/hom
Fire thou givest us light in darkness; and he is "bright and
pleasant and very mighty and strong,
Mother Praised "be my Lord for our mother, Earth, v/ho doth
Earth sustain us and keep us, and "bringeth forth divers
fruits and flov/ers of many colors and grass.
Pardon Praised "be my Lord for all those vrho pardon one another
for his lovers sake, and v/ho endure weakness and
tri"bulation; "blessed are they who peaceably shall
endure, for thou, 0 most High, shalt give them a crown.
Sister Praised be my Lord for our sister, Death, from which no
Death man escapeth. Blessed are they who a.re found walking
by thy most holy will.
Praise ye and bless the Lord, and give thanks unto him
and serve him with great humility.
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D, OBJECTIVE HYlvINS OF THE NINETEENTH CSITTUEY
V.TIITTEIT IN BOSTON, IIASSACHUSETTS
The Cradle of Religious Music in America
Bates, Katharine Lee - JUIERICA THE BEAUTIFUL
(1859-19 )
Brooks, Phillips - 0 LITTLE TOWN OF BETHLEHEIvI
(1835-1898)
Bryant, William Cullen - THE STAR OF BETHLEHELI
Y/ritten for the semi-centennial of the
Church of the Llessiah, in Boston,
Idafch, 1875)
Hastings, Thomas - HAIL TO THE BRIGHTNESS OF ZION^S GLAD
(1784-1872) MORNING-
Holmes, 0. W. - LORD OF ALL BEINC - "A Sunday Hjrmn" and
0 Love Divine that Stooped to Share -
"Hymn of Trust" first pu"blished in
Atlantic Monthly in 1859, and later
in "The Professor at the Breakfast
Table."
Holmes, John Haynes - AtvIERICA TRIUIIPHANT
(1879- ) THE VOICE OF GOD IS CALLING
Hov/e, Julia V/ard - BATTLE HY1.3T OF THE REFOBLIC
Longfellow, Henry W. - I HEARD THE BELLS ON CHRISTllAS DAY
(1807-1892)
Pierpont, John - 0 THOU TO V/HOM IN AITCIEITT TBCE (Written for
(1785-1866) opening of new church in Salem, Massachusetts
1824)
Sears, Edmund H. - CAUil ON TEE LISTEETING EAR OF NIGHT (Written
(1810-1876) for Boston Observer for a Christmas song)
Smith, Samuel F. - MY COUNTRY, ^TIS OF THEE
(1808-1895)
Ware, Henry, J. - LIFT YOUR GLAD VOICES IN TRIUIIPH
(Written in 1817, the year he v/as inducted
into the ministry. Became minister of
Second Unitarian Church, Beston, v/here later
Emerson was his colleague.
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E. EPOCHAL HYII^S V/ITH HISTORIC EACKGROmTDS
150 A.D. GLORY BE TO THE FATHER (Gloria Patri)
Hjnnn of the early Christian Martyrs
.
Teaching the Doctrine of the Trinity thin Song.
220 A.L. SHEPHERL OF TEIILSR YOUTH - Clement
A hymn directed against the Gnostics--a rallying song
for Christians in Alexandria aiid Northern Egypt.
4th Centiiry. HOW V/ITH CREATION »S MORNHTG - Prudent ins
A hymn of the first Christian Troubadour.
384 A.L. 0 SPLENDOR OF GOD'S GLORY BRIGHT - Ambrose
Ambrose vs. the Arians in Milan. Fighting heresy
through church hymns.
590 A.D. FATHER, V/E PRAISE THEE - Gregory
The Schola Cantorum, the Hymn Writing School Changes
the music of Europe.
590 A.D. WELCOIIS, HAPPY MORNING - Fortunatus
Easter and Festival Days in the early Church.
732 A.D. CHRISTUN, DOST THOU SEE THEli - Andrew
Saving Europe from Mohajnmedan invasion.
Charles Martel and the Battle of Tours.
8th Century. ART THOU V/EARY, ART THOU LANGUID - Stephen
Llonastic life near 'the Dead Sea. The dark a^ges
and the darker monastic cells.
8th Century. THE DAY OF RESURRECTION - John of Damascus
Midnight before Easter and the Drama of the
Lighted Torch.
9th Century. 0 COME, 0 COME, ELQMUEL - Anonymous
Singing Christmas joy in Roman Vesper Services.
11th Century. JESUS, THE VERY THOUGHT OF THEE - Benedictine Abbess.
Making the v/ildemess of Europe blossom as the rose.
1225 A.D. ALL CREATURES OF OUR GOD AND KING - St.Franc is
The fiercfe heat in Italy, 1225. and the CANTICLE TO THE SUN
from a dying Saint.
1529 A.D. A MIGHTY FORTRESS IS OUR GOD - Luther
The German Reformation in speech and song.
1636 A.D. NOV/ THAl^K V/E ALL OUR GOD - Rinkart
The Thirty Years' War in Germany.
1656 A.D. ALL MY HEART THIS NIGHT REJOICES - Gerhardt
Religion in the home, on the playground, in social joys.
-BE-

1678 A.D. HE WHO V/OUU) YiOilANT BE - Bimyan
Songs from "behind prison "bars.
17th Century. FAIREST LORD JESUS - German
Marching songs of the church. Pilgrimages, crusades,
processionals thro all ages.
1719 A,D. J3SUS SHALL REIGH liYKERE'ER THE SUI\f - Watts
Psalmody. Bringing Christ into the Old Testament.
1779. A.D. ALL HAIL THE POV/ER OF JESUS » ITAtlE - Perronet
The Wesleys and their follov/ers in the midst of
persecution.
1804 A.D. AND DID THOSE FEET IN AlICIENT TDIES - Blake
The ideal "life of freedom versus the "chopping logic
and science" of the times.
1821 A.D. HAIL TO THE LORD^S AITIIO IlfTED - Montgomery
Foreign missions in conquering array.
1827 A.D. THE SON OF GOD GOES FORTH TO WAR - Heher
The militant spirit in the church at home and ahroad.
1833. A.D. LEAD, KMDLY LIGHT - Nev/man
The Oxford movement and the controversies of low and
high church parties.
1845 A.D. ONCE TO EVERY FiAN AND NATION - Lov^ell
The "roaring forties" and the Mexican v/ar.
1842 A.D. GOD THE 0L!NIP0TE1TT - Chorley
England andthe world in endless misunderstanding
and strife.
1848 A.D. FLING OUT THE BAl^NER - Doane
The church flag and the song of marching youth.
1848 A.D. 0 BROTHER lOIT , FOLD TO THY HEART - V/hittier
The oncoming anti-slavery struggle. V/hittier, the
abolitionist.
1850 A.D. V/HEN WILT THOU SAYS THE PEOPLE - Elliott
The Corn Lav/s of England and reforms in favor of the
common people.
1861 A.D. MINE EYES HAVE SEEIT THE GLORY - Howe
The Army of the Potomac, the Civil V/ar and Peace.
1862 A.D. DOWN THE DART FUTURE - Longfellow
The Arsenal at Springfield and the horrors of war.
1866 A.D. THE CHURCHES OITE FOUNDATION - Stone
The Calenso controversy at Cape Tovm, Africa, and its
refuta^tion in London through this hymn.
1867 A.D. SEND DOV/N THY TRUTH, 0 GOD - Sill
Fighting the "battles of the Civil War after 1865,
The reconstruction period.
If
1
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1876 A.D. GOD OF OUR FATHERS, VmOSE ALMiaHTY HAITD - Roberta
Centennial of the Singing of the Declaration of
Independence
•
1886 A.D. Al^CIElJT OF DAYS - Doane
Tercentenary of the City of Albany.
1893 A.D. 0 BEAUTIFUL FOR SPACIOJS SKIES - Bates
The V/orld's Fair in Chicago, the words of traveler,
historian and prophetess.
1897 A.D. GOD OF OUR FATHERS, KNOV/N OF OLD - Kipling
Queen Victoria, Diajaond Jubilee and the Land and
Naval Parades. Protest in the name of peace.
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